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The Threat of Security:
Securitization and Orientalist Discourse in United States Foreign
Policy towards Iran

Marie Murray

ABSTRACT
This thesis employs Securitization Theory to examine the origins of current US foreign
policy towards Iran. It shows how the rational actor model in international relations
theory fails to explain the foreign policy behavior of the US towards Iran because of the
history of US Orientalist discourse vis-à-vis Iran and the influence of the Israeli lobby in
Washington. It argues that Orientalist trends found in US political and international
relations discourse towards Iran provide the rationale for the securitizing actions of the
US government in dealing with Iranian nuclear weapons. The thesis examines the
contents of US presidential addresses, Congressional hearings, the stipulations contained
within the most recent sanctions on Iran, transcripts of US Central Intelligence Agency
reports and advisory speeches, interactions between Israel and AIPAC and the US
administration and the use of loaded Orientalist and securitizing terms – such as
“threat,” “evil,” “containment,” and “existential threat to Israel,” to test the hypothesis
that US foreign policy discourse creates and responds to false threats in the Middle East
due to Israeli influence and the perpetuation of neo-Orientalist views of the Middle East.
Finally, it examines how partisanship and presidential administrations influence US
foreign policy by parsing out the major changes in discourse from the Bush to the
Obama terms.
Keywords: Threat, Securitization Theory, Orientalism, Iran, United States, Political
Discourse
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“I’ve broken my silence
because I’m sick of the West’s hypocrisy;
and I hope too that many may be freed
from their silence, may demand
that those responsible for the open danger
we face renounce the use of force.”
-Gunther Grass, excerpt: “What Must Be Said”
“TEHRAN—Amidst mounting geopolitical tensions, Iranian officials said Wednesday
they were increasingly concerned about the United States of America’s uraniumenrichment program, fearing the Western nation may soon be capable of producing its
8,500th nuclear weapon. “Our intelligence estimates indicate that, if it is allowed to
progress with its aggressive nuclear program, the United States may soon possess its
8,500th atomic weapon capable of reaching Iran,” said Iranian foreign minister Ali
Akbar Salehi, adding that Americans have the fuel, the facilities, and ”everything they
need” to manufacture even more weapons-grade fissile material. ”Obviously, the
prospect of this happening is very distressing to Iran and all countries like Iran. After all,
the United States is a volatile nation that’s proven it needs little provocation to attack
anyone anywhere in the world whom it perceives to be a threat.” Iranian intelligence
experts also warned of the very real, and very frightening, possibility of the U.S.
providing weapons and resources to a rogue third-party state such as Israel.”
-The Onion, 2/9/2012
“Extremist: Of a character or kind farthest removed from the ordinary or average.
Exceeding the bounds of moderation; going to the utmost in action and opinion;
accepted norms of behavior are subordinated to the ‘higher cause’”
-Defining Terrorism, US Marines Mid-range Threat Assessment 2005-2015
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1 Introduction
This thesis employs the theory of securitization as a lens to interpret the foreign
policy discourse of the United States on the issue of Iranian weapons of mass
destruction. Securitization theory, or the Copenhagen School, according to Barry Buzan
(1998), is an intense form of political discourse that justifies extraordinary means in the
name of security. The central contention of this theory is that actors do not necessarily
respond to threats, but instead use the rubric of threats to national security to spotlight
the foreign policy problems that they wish to bring to the forefront of political
discussion, and ultimately escalate into military action. This paper will also argue that
Orientalist theory can be combined with securitization theory, and both together provide
the most appropriate theoretical backdrop to analyze current US discourse surrounding
Iran. Although this thesis does not provide a thorough, all-inclusive analysis of this
discourse, it will address certain statements and speeches made by both President
George W. Bush and President Barack Obama and members of their administrations, as
well as statements made in congressional hearings during both these presidential terms
concerning Iran. The thesis includes presidential speeches made to AIPAC, in order to
test the extent of the influence of both the Israeli government and its most powerful
lobbying interest group in Washington. These documents will offer the data necessary to
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test how well securitization theory explains US interactions with and discourse
surrounding Iran.
This thesis proposes that US Foreign Policy discourse surrounding the issue of
perceived threats from the Iranian nuclear weapons program is highly politicized by the
actors involved.

The discourse does not correspond to the reality of the situation, but

rather reflects a power relationship in which politicians use language to construct a
skewed or exaggerated security dilemma. The use of loaded terms within US foreign
policy discourse on Iran can be deconstructed to reveal security agendas’ deep-seated
patterns of neo-Orientalist perceptions.
Securitization theory describes US foreign policy discourse on Iranian nuclear
weapons programs, and orientalist discourse explains the relationship between the US
and Iran. Present day discourse employs language that has been passed down from one
administration to the next, and originates from early orientalist studies that Western
scholars undertook in order to acquire knowledge on the Middle East. These early
studies, originating in the late nineteenth century, sought to capture insights on the
region that scholars could then circulate amongst each other. The Middle East was the
object of study, and the orientalist scholars assumed the role of observers who could
accrue theories and postulations on this exotic “other” without any real engagement. By
gathering this knowledge on their own terms, without any possibility for criticism or
constructive dialogue from the object of study, they were able to objectify the region and
then wield power over it.

This dynamic simultaneously perpetuated the flawed

scholarship by keeping its hermetic content protected from different opinions, while also
providing justification for foreign policy discourse that placed the west in a superior
position over what it perceived as an unruly and volatile region.
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This study looks at the way that orientalist discourse has formed and shaped
present day discourse, and is the primary catalyst for the trends of securitization that US
foreign policy applies to security issues in the Middle East. There is a plethora of
examples of securitized issues that can be explained by orientalist theory, including, in
many ways, the Bush Doctrine itself. However, the Iranian nuclear weapons issue is
pertinent because it is an ongoing question, and because it serves as a good case study to
test whether the Obama Administration has continued the orientalist foreign policy
discourse of the Bush Administration. Orientalist discourse has been so intricately
woven into US foreign policy, that it will require time and concerted effort to be
extricated. Obama has taken an alternate path in his approach to Iran, and this thesis
will examine the degree and implications of the route he is taking.
One limitation of this study is that it is biased in its scope. It does not undertake
the examination of Iranian foreign policy, and its own political and security agendas.
Some would argue that this limitation in itself is an example of orientalism within
academic research. However, the linguistic challenges were too great to be able to
extend the thesis to include Iranian foreign policy and its response to the United States.
Moreover, the point of this research is not to look at the dialogue between the United
States and Iran, but to point out the lack of dialogue and offer a critique of the US
approach.

1.2 . Research Questions
This study propose that US foreign policy discourse surrounding the issue of
perceived threats from the Iranian nuclear weapons program is highly politicized by the
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actors involved.

The discourse does not correspond to the reality of the situation, but

rather reflects a power relationship in which politicians use language to construct a
distorted or exaggerated security dilemma. The use of loaded terms within US foreign
policy discourse on Iran can be deconstructed to reveal a history of Orientalist
connotations, and neo-Orientalist perceptions.
This research is necessary because of its timing and critical focus. The current
state of United States policy discourse concerning Iran is a growing issue that could very
well lead to military security-based action. Although more recent events have shown
that this is a less probable option for the time being, it still remains a tenuous situation
that is vulnerable to escalation, and rests on precarious factors, such as the interests of
the administration in power in both the United States and Iran, and the interests of the
major lobbying groups in Washington. The United States will soon be preoccupied with
an election year, which can both put decisions of military action on hold and
simultaneously push them to the top of the security agenda for the next administration.
Therefore, this research will provide a necessary and relevant analysis to add to the field
of International Relations. Nor are there any studies that combine securitization theory
with Orientalist theory as lenses to examine and analyze United States discourse on
nuclear weapons capabilities, and the role of Israel as an intervening variable to US
foreign policy on Iran.
The theoretical basis of this research assumes an eclectic theoretical approach. It
employs securitization theory and Orientalist theory as the basis for the argument, and
use orientalist theory incidentally in order to discuss the origins of security studies and
its traditional semantic origins. Securitization theory, combined with Orientalism, is the
most appropriate framework for the research because it addresses the key problems that
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the research question will answer.
What does US foreign policy discourse on perceived threats from the Iranian
nuclear weapons program indicate about the way the US views the Iranian regime?
What power dynamic does this discourse reflect, and how does it fit within securitization
theory? What is the impact of Israeli foreign policy on US foreign policy towards Iran?

1.3.

Methodology
The research in this thesis includes documents such as reports, speeches and

addresses, letters, and policy statements that have been made by members of the United
States administration and by the Iranian administration concerning Iranian nuclear
weapons capabilities.

The data under analysis covers documents from 2001 until

November 2013. This timeframe begins with the George W. Bush Administration and
offers enough material for analysis without overwhelming the scope of the research, and
will also allow sufficient time to conduct the analysis.

Because the issue is still

evolving, the data collection ends in November 2013 to be able to complete my analysis.
The data includes material from speeches and statements from President Obama
addressing the nation, interests groups such as AIPAC, and documents available
recording conversations between the US and Israeli administrations concerning Iran.
The thesis examines all relevant documents available that have been issued by the Israeli
government within the same timeframe of 2001 until November 2013. These will
include reports, speeches and addresses, letters, and policy statements made by any
members of the Israeli government addressed to either the United States or Iranian
governments concerning Iranian nuclear weapons development. The Israeli factor will
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be tested in order to gauge its significance as either an intervening variable to US foreign
policy discourse on Iran or a more determining causal variant. The data was collected
from a variety of sources.1
The code language used in the data collection included the following terms:
A. Threat to the USA
B. Threat to Israel
C. Nuclear capabilities
D. Terminology about Iran including descriptions such as:
1. Rogue
2. Childlike
3. Errant
4. Inferior
5. Dangerous
6. Volatile
7. Irrational
E. Measures to be taken by USA
1. Sanctions
2. Use of Force
F. Israeli pressures on US Foreign Policy
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

The data was collected from (but not limited to) the following sources:
Iran Watch: http://www.iranwatch.org
The American Presidency Project: www.presidency.ucsb.edu
Presidential Speech Archive: http://millercenter.org
Israel
Ministry
of
Foreign
http://www.mfa.gov.il/MFA/The+Iranian+Threat/Statements+by+Israeli+leaders/
WikiLeaks: http://wikileaks.org
US Government Printing Office: http://www.gpo.gov
Ministry of Interior of Iran: www.parstimes.com/gov_iran/html
National Iranian American Council: www.niacouncil.org
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Affairs:

This helps visualize whether or not Israeli pressures directly proceeded US
policies on Iran, and if so how often. It is important to note that this research provides a
qualitative study of the content of the listed documents, and does not include
quantitative analysis.

The thesis also looks at whether US policies or discourse

correlated with any specific recommendations or discourse made by the Israeli
administration. The end goal of this section of the research is to ascertain the level of
autonomy of US foreign policy on Iran, and the extent to which Israeli interests mitigate
that autonomy. To assess the impact of the Israeli factor on US foreign policy on Iran,
the study examines speeches given by members of the United States Executive Branch
to both the Israeli government and to AIPAC, as well as speeches made by Israeli
leaders on Iran.

1.4.

Map of the Thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The next chapter explains securitization

theory. The third chapter explains Orientalist theory, and its shaping of United States
foreign policy. The fourth chapter looks at the changes in discourse from the Bush
Administration to the Obama Administration, and examines the extent of influence that
Israel and AIPAC have over the United States position towards Iran. The fifth chapter
explores the possibility of the emergence of an alternative discourse and spells out the
theoretical and policy implications of the research.
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Chapter Two
Securitization And Its Applications

2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the origins and main arguments of securitization theory,
which was first developed by Barry Buzan and Ole Waever. It draws contrasts between
securitization theory and other political theories in order to explain its significance and
relevance in US-Iranian relations. Securitization theory takes a more in depth look at the
power plays and politics behind the security agendas of various states, and does not
assume that these agendas are necessarily the result of real threats to the state. Instead,
according to this theory, security agendas evolve because of the strategic interests of the
political actors (states, non-governmental organizations, political figures, interest
groups) who choose to raise them to the level of a threat that requires a concentrated and
immediate response. The chapter goes on to explain how identity formation is crucial to
securitization; the source of the threat is an essential foil to the identity of the state. The
dynamic between the source of the threat and the respondent state creates a stronger
sense of “self” for the respondent, which in turn validates the securitizing actions. The
state providing the threat becomes the critical enemy “other” that bolsters the
nationalistic ideals of the respondent state. The chapter then examines how the United
States has used Iran as its “other,” and securitized Iran’s nuclear weapons program
through absolute sanctions, cyber warfare, and threats of military action. The chapter
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explains how the US has justified these securitized measures against Iran through
political hyperbole, and how this exaggerated discourse is the means by which Iran is recreated in the American imagination as the enemy other. In so far as Iran is envisioned
as rouge, irrational, and evil, the United States is then all the more ordered, rational, and
good. The success of securitized discourse lies in how well these bi-polar identities can
be invented.

2.2 Comparing Securitization Theory to Other Approaches
Securitization theory emerged after the bipolar system of the Cold War was
deconstructed, and scholars such as Barry Buzan and Ole Waever began to re-examine
the concept of military based security in international relations theory.

Buzan wrote

about the emergence of the modern international system, explaining the evolution of
world power structure from nomadic tribes to chiefdoms and serfdoms, to city-states and
empires, and finally on to the present balance of world regions made up of smaller
nation-states.

Along with these developments was a steady increase, and now

exponential growth in the capacity of communication and interaction, “arising from a
package of technological developments, most notably the wheel, roads, sailing ships,
and the domestication and breeding of animals suitable for pulling, packing and riding”
(Buzan and Little: 2000, 164). In this emerging setting, the unit of the modern state
began taking shape, but Buzan does point out that the spread of this new formulation
began with roots in the Western world and gradually spread outward. In doing so, this
new construction became a system that “tightened up the inside/outside construction of
world politics. Within three or four hundred years of its arrival on the scene as a
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distinctive player, it had obliterated and replaced, colonized, or subordinated nearly all
of the other political units on the planet.” (Buzan, Little: 245).
What is critical to note in regard to the initial developments of the modern
system, is that it spread from Europe outward, and its growth went hand in hand with the
formation of nationalist identities that began to supersede earlier forms of identification
and unification such as religion, and it also brought about the rise of the democratic
system as the ideal form of governance. Nationalism and democratic rule “not only
changed the state internally, but also impacted the nature of relations between states”
creating a balance of power and introducing the “growth of fear of the war process itself
as a rival to the long-standing fear of defeat by other actors in the system” (253, 302).
It is within this setting, where fear of the war process began to trump fear of
defeat, that national and international discourse became centered largely around threats
and potential threats. The power dynamics shifted, to reflect the balancing of power that
realist and neo-realist discourse has described comprehensively. Here, securitization
theory enters to dissect this discourse and examine how and why these threats are raised
to the level of national security issues in the first place. Securitization theory, for the
Copenhagen School, is
“deeply related to the politicizing of an issue. Security politics is not just about
underlining pre-existing threats; but also a performative activity that makes
certain issues visible as a threat. Within this context, security refers to a concept
that is more about how a society or any group of people come to designate, or not
designate, something as a threat. It is about the process by which threats get
constructed. This view proposes the concept of securitization be defined as ‘the
discourse process through which an intersubjective understanding is constructed
within a political community to treat something as an existential threat to a
valued referent object and to enable a call for urgent and exceptional measures to
deal with the threat’ (Balamir Coskun 38, 2012).”
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The clout of this theory lies in how it takes the processes of discourse into
consideration.

Securitization theory recognizes the anatomy, so to speak, of

international relations. Political actors make political decisions, sometimes individually,
but more often collectively. These political actors are influenced by a plethora of
factors: their own national history, the history of previous interactions with other nationstates, the partisan or biased leanings of the government in power, the muscle of special
interests groups, and many other factors.

Whereas realist theory maps out the

international scene by drawing up the existing balances of power, and predicting how
states will respond to threats and pressures from ally or enemy states, securitization
explains the genesis of threat formation, and explains how threats reach the level of
national security agendas. However, securitization is not solely concerned with how
threats are formed, but also with the extent in which states respond. As Balamir Coskun
notes, “the securitizing actor claims the special right to handle the issue using
exceptional measures. Hence, positing an issue as an existential threat requires a move
from normal to emergency politics since the usual political procedures do not apply in a
state of war or emergency and responses to existential threats fall outside standard
political practices” (2012, 38).
Securitization theory can be broken down into several major variables, or
stakeholders, that each require and depend on interaction with each other. Lene Hansen
points out the influence of Michel Foucault’s work on Buzan and Waever’s explanations
of these main players. Securitizing acts require “a type of statement (threat, defense,
emergency), objects (referent objects) and thematic choices (survival)” (Hansen 2011:
361). These are concrete components that could be of analytical interest for any strain
of political thought from realist theorists to neo-realists and constructivists alike.
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However, the difference for securitization theorists lies in how and why these
components enter into political discourse and lead to political responses at the level of
the state.
Although securitization theory is interested in the interaction of statement,
objects, and thematic choices, these three components themselves require a clear foil to
work against. There can be no hyper-response to a threat that comes from a source that
is similar to, or on the same playing ground with the respondent state. Securitization
theory requires the creation of an enemy, an “other” that acts as a proverbial mirror to
reaffirm the identity of the state (self), and justify all measures used to protect it. Realist
theory provides a descriptive analysis of relations between the US (self) and Iran (other),
but securitization theory begins to unpack the identities of self and other which are at
stake whenever political actors securitize an issue.

2.3 Identity Formation and the Essential Other
The essential point to consider with respect to securitization theory is the
relationship between the threat itself and the political actors, since in most cases the
formulation of the threat is dependent on their perception of an enemy or an “other.” In
fact, issues cannot be raised to the level of national security threats without the
perception or exaggeration of a political enemy. As Michael Williams postulates, the
securitizing actor only achieves the status of legitimacy within his area of influence “by
underlining the existence of ‘the other’ as an existential threat for two reasons: first,
because security is always relational in the sense that one’s insecurity/security centers on
others…Second, it makes little sense to speak of one’s security without recognizing the
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source of that threat, ‘the other.’” (2003, 518). It has been argued, of course, that the
creation of allies and enemies is essential for the consolidation of a national identity.
The process of becoming a state necessitates the distinction between a “we” and a
“they,” in order that the collective identity can be distinguished from those around it.
This may seem like common sense, but it is actually a point that both states and political
analysts often fail to take into consideration. There is an omission of certain key
questions regarding why and how the enemy identity was created in the first place, and
whether the circumstances for its creation are legitimate or relevant to present day
relations and affairs.

2

Securitization, then, is inherently concerned with political context.

Thierry

Bulzacq contends that a crucial aspect of understanding securitization requires “an
ontological view of language not constructing reality but at best, shaping our perception
of it,” and thus, securitization theory “should conceptualize context as an explanatory
variable that influences the ability of securitizing actors to persuade an audience, and
audience and context should be accorded causal weight” (2005: 176, 178). The context
here not only refers to the state of intra-national and international affairs at the time of
the securitizing process, but also the socio-political history leading up to that point, as
well as the hermeneutic of discourse that has paved the way and set the tone for the
escalation of the threat in question. Lene Hanson argues, parallel to Stritzel, that the two
most important contexts to consider are the sociolinguistic context and the sociopolitical
context (Hansen 2011, 359).
Nationalism facilitated the emergence of strong political identification for the
contemporary international sphere, but in doing so, it knit a tight constellation of allies
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and enemies, strategic partnerships and threats. Here, we can refer back to Buzan’s
description of the evolution of international affairs, and how the nation-state system with
its dependence on national identity, began in Europe and spread outwards to other
regions in the form of artificially drawn boundaries based, not on any collective identity,
but on the strategic and colonialist interests of Europe.
The two points to be cogitated here are the necessity of the political enemy or
‘other’ in order for the collective national identity to be formed, and the fact that the
West began the building of national identities, structuring other regions according to
their interests. In doing so, they engaged in political discourse with these “others” that
was certainly predominantly coercive in nature.

Moreover, this drew clear and

embellished distinctions between a self and an other that formed the basis for present
day discourse. Exploration of present day texts reveal surprising similarities to the
semantics used during the period when nationalism was first becoming the chief
component of identity for nation-states, and when the Western re-structuring of strategic
regions was at its height. The current state of international affairs, with particular regard
to the discourse between the West and the Middle East, for example, has its origins in
this relationship.
Although the aim of this research is not to provide a more realist study of why
the US would view Iran as a potential threat, it is necessary to provide a brief context for
the discourse that the US is undertaking on this matter. From a realist perspective, USIranian relations have long been tense at best. Iran has proven able to challenge US
power both rhetorically and through bold actions such as the Iran Contra hostage crisis
during which Americans were held hostage for 444 days. As a regional leader in antiAmericanism as well as a challenger to the legitimacy of arguably the US’ closest ally,
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Israel, Iran continues to be a reminder that the US would do best to keep well ahead in
the power struggle. The maintenance of a strong upper hand in the balance of power is
of critical interest to America, primarily because the US “holds Tehran responsible for
rising violence in Iraq and Afghanistan, Lebanon’s tribulations, and Hamas’
intransigence and senses that the balance of power in the region is shifting toward Iran
and its Islamist allies; curbing Tehran’s growing influence is thus necessary for regional
security” (Nasr and Takeyh 2008).
Of course there is no overarching realist consensus about how to tackle the
problem. Current realist debates on US-Iranian relations offer a plethora of viewpoints,
analyses and proposed action. Some, like Kenneth Waltz, argue that Iran should go
ahead and develop its nuclear weapons capacities. He states that even though “most
U.S., European, and Israeli commentators and policymakers warn that a nuclear-armed
Iran would be the worst possible outcome of the current standoff,” it would, in fact,
“probably be the best possible result: the one most likely to restore stability to the
Middle East” (2012). He points out that continuous attempts to sabotage nuclear
facilities will most likely reach their limit in the face of a country’s determination to
develop them. Furthermore, in the case of a state that does have animosity towards the
US such as Iran, the very vulnerability of its position could prompt it toward extreme
measures once it does obtain the weapon. On the other side of the spectrum are political
analysts such as Matthew Kroenig who believe that deterrence is insufficient and that the
best option for the US is to attack Iranian facilities, while Iran is in a vulnerable and
relatively weak position (Kroenig 2012). The position of the Obama administration has
leaned away from the more hardcore policies set in place by the Bush Doctrine, and the
latest foreign policy actions have centered on negotiations, but Obama’s earlier
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decisions were not entirely different from the legacy of his predecessor, and whether he
can maintain his current positions remains to be seen.

2.4 The Securitization of Iran
2.4.1 The Sanctions Programs
Iran is one of the most heavily sanctioned countries by the United States
government, with a history of escalating sanctions that dates back to Executive Order
12170 that was issued in November of 1979 following the Iranian Revolution. From
that point onwards, the United States has gradually tightened its grip on Iran with
attempts to thwart Iranian economic growth and isolate its international trade efforts.
Sanctions are set into place through a few legal mechanisms. There are Executive
Orders issued directly by the President, and public laws or statutes that are passed by the
Congress, which are legalized and codified by the Office of Foreign Assets Control
within the Department of the Treasury. There are three major Executive Orders in place
that outline the justifications for the sanctions that have been put into place.
Executive Order 13224 was set in place directly after, and as a consequence of,
the attack on September 11th, 2001. The 9/11 events propelled the United States into a
heightened state of security, with varying ramifications for the states already deemed
hostile by the US government. The invasion of Iraq as a reaction to 9/11, singlehandedly produced the Bush Doctrine and redirected the foreign policy of the US.
Raymond Hinnebusch claims, “what went wrong from a realist point of view was that
extremists managed to capture US foreign policy and set it on a path at odds with
national interest” (2007). This “extremist” theory, neoconservativism, was the exactly
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the fertile ground needed to propel the US into a frenzy of securitizing actions, that first
found their focus in coming against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, but which also spurred
increased sanctions against Iran, and kept all “suspicious” states in the Middle East
under close watch, and the target of preemptive action.
Neoconservativism assumed a role for the United States that went far beyond
traditional realist power playing, wherein “Wilsonianism provides the idealism and
emphasis on military power provides the teeth (Mearsheimer 2005). Of course the
idealist ingredient steers away from classic Wilsonianism, for, as Hinnebusch notes, the
neocons moved without regard for the “damage they were inflicting on all the
institutions that liberals expect will tame the power struggle—the UN, international law,
multilateralism, etc” (2007). The “teeth” of the neoconservative theory was a heavy
concentration on the vast power of the United States military as a means of achieving its
goals.

John Mearsheimer contends that a major difference between realist and

neoconservative theory is that realists believe in a balancing world whereas neocons
believe in bandwagoning. Thus the use of the capable fist of the US military would
cause all states in the system to “quickly understand that the United States means
business” and that fear of the United States would trigger potential challengers to “jump
on the American bandwagon” (2005).
Rather, Bush believed in promoting democratic governance in the Middle East,
and maintained that imposing democracy into Iraq would allow the state to “serve as a
role model” and initiate a domino effect of freedom loving governments in the region
(Pressman 2009). Following the example of Iraq, the Bush Administration envisioned
that “the Iranians, the North Koreans, the Palestinians and the Syrians, after seeing the
United States win a stunning victory in Iraq, would all throw up their hands and dance to
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Uncle Sam’s tune” (Mearsheimer 2005). Iraq was thus “placed at the center of an
ambitious plan to transform the political and economic trajectory of the region as a
whole” (Dodge 2006).
The Executive Order 13224, signed by President Bush on September 23, 2001,
was issued to prohibit all economic transactions with terrorist actors and states, and
anyone supporting states labeled as terrorists. The purpose was to disable all “terrorist”
networks, organizations, and individual actors. Although the original order included 29
entities, it allowed for amendments of expansion to be made to this list. The Order
defined terrorism as “an activity that (1) involves a violent act or an act dangerous to
human life, property, or infrastructure; and (2) appears to be intended to intimidate or
coerce a civilian population; to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or
coercion; or to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination,
kidnapping, or hostage-taking” (E.O. 13224, 2001).
Executive Order 13382 was issued by President Bush on June 29, 2005, to set
sanctions in place against certain states proliferating weapons of mass destruction, as
well as state supporting the proliferators (E.O. 13382, 2005).

The order included

measures against Syria, and North Korea as well, but 33 of these sanctions were issued
against Iran. All of the sanctions set in place since then remain active, and additional
sanctions have since been added to the original tally.
Executive Order 13553 was signed by President Barack Obama on September
28th, 2010, and was issued against Iran “with respect to serious human rights
abuses…and taking certain other actions” (E.O 13553, 2010). This order banned all
interaction, transfers, payments, exports, withdrawals, and all other dealings with any
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person or entity deemed by the US government to have participated in, enabled, or
supported human rights abuses in Iran.
There have been slight attempts to loosen this crippling control, but they have
taken the form of insubstantial leniencies that mostly apply to US citizens within Iran.
For example, in November 2009, an amendment allowed US banks to continue
operations with US citizens living within Iran (74 FR 6397-09). In 2010, the Iranian
Transactions Regulations was amended to allow certain limited and restricted types of
exportation from Iran, in conjunction with the 2007 amendment that allowed for the
transfer of “specific goods via diplomatic pouch” (75 FR 10997-10, 72 FR 15831-07).
However, despite the trivial concessions that were largely meaningless to the Iranian
government and people, the sanctioning of Iran has been almost absolute. The allencompassing sanctioning of Iran reveals the extent to which Iranian weapons programs
have been escalated to the security agenda of the US government, and furthermore is
evidence that the securitization of Iranian weapons of mass destruction has carried over
from one administration to the next with little change up until 2013. November of 2013
marked a new agreement between Iran and the permanent members of the United
Nations Security Council, with China (P5+1), dubbed the “Joint Plan of Action between
the P5+1 and the Islamic Republic of Iran. In this historical agreement,
“the U.S. government (USG) has committed to suspend temporarily certain
sanctions involving Iran’s purchase and sale of gold and other precious metals,
Iran’s export of petrochemical products, Iran’s automotive industry, and certain
associated services* regarding each of the foregoing. The JPOA also includes a
commitment to establish financial channels to facilitate Iran’s import of certain
humanitarian goods to Iran, payment of medical expenses incurred by Iranians
abroad, payments of Iran’s UN obligations, and payments of $400 million in
governmental tuition assistance for Iranian students studying abroad. In
addition, the JPOA includes a commitment to license certain transactions related
to the safety of Iran’s civil aviation industry. Finally, in the JPOA the USG has
committed to pause efforts to further reduce Iran’s crude oil exports and to
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enable Iran to access $4.2 billion in Restricted Funds** in installments over the
course of the six-month period beginning January 20, 2014, and ending July 20,
2014 (the JPOA Period). Unless otherwise noted, these relief measures do not
include transactions with persons on the U.S. Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control’s (OFAC) List of Specially Designated Nationals and
Blocked Persons (the SDN List).
The USG will continue to vigorously enforce our sanctions against Iran that are
not subject to the limited relief provided pursuant to the JPOA, including by
taking action against those who seek to evade or circumvent our sanctions. The
USG also retains the authority to revoke this limited sanctions relief at any time
if Iran fails to meet its commitments under the JPOA. [01-20-14] (Frequently
Asked Questions Regarding JPOA).”
The Joint Plan of Action marked a significant change Iran’s relationship not only
to the United States, but to the United Nations and larger international community.3
Nevertheless, the saga of US sanctions programs is still strict and remains firmly in
place notwithstanding recent alterations.
The magnitude and scope of the sanctions that have been set in place against
Iran, in conjunction with a readiness to resort to threats of military action, divulge the
degree to which the Iranian weapons program has been securitized by the United States
government. The discourse surrounding the Executive Orders, laws set in place by the
legislative branch and codified by the Office of Foreign Assets Control, along with the
Iranian Transactions Regulations, justify these actions through a type of political
hyperbole and urgency that escalate the nature of the threat to such a level that it remains
on the security agenda of the United States for decades.

2.4.2 Cyber Warfare
At first Obama continued the legacy of Bush, which was to not only seek to
cripple Iran with increased and almost absolute sanctions, but to also continue its cyber
war on Iranian nuclear programs. Bush had originally introduced a series of cyber
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attacks on nuclear programs, through a worm called Stuxnet, “the first publically
disclosed cyberweapon” (Langer 2013) which was given the code name “Olympic
Games.” Stuxnet was the brainchild of a joint plan put together by the United States and
Israeli governments in 2006 to destroy the Iranian nuclear plants from within. It was
expanded and accelerated after Obama took power, even though, “according to
participants in the many Situation Room meetings on Olympic Games,” he was “acutely
aware that with every attack he was pushing the United States into new territory, much
as his predecessors had with the first use of atomic weapons in the 1940’s, of
intercontinental missiles in the 1950’s and of drones in the past decades” (Sanger 2012).
The attacks took an unintentional turn in June of 2010, when the worm was leaked out to
Iran, and publicized on the internet after it was exposed because of a programming error.
According to Ralph Langer, there are two strands of Stuxnet, and the second
unexposed strand began prior to, and is much more powerful than, the less destructive
bug that received all the attention after its malfunction (2013). The latter attack “tried to
cause centrifuge rotors to spin too fast and at speeds that would cause them to break”
(Langer 2010). The lesser-known, but far more powerful strain of Stuxnet, is still in use,
and aims to attack the protection systems that safeguard the essential centrifuges of the
Nanantz Iranian uranium enrichment plant. In fact, Obama, from his very first months
in office, has continued to employ cyber warfare against Iranian nuclear facilities.
Obama “decided to accelerate the attacks…even after an element of the program
accidentally became public” (Sanger 2012). Even after Stuxnet was publicized and
exposed to the Iranian state, Obama continues to press forward with the attack (Sanger
2012).
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In a February hearing of the Committee of Foreign Affairs, Ileana Ros-Lehtinen
laid out the case that Iran is building alliances with much of Latin America, both directly
and via the narcotic trafficking activities of its Lebanese “proxy,” Hezbollah (House
Foreign Affairs Committee Hearing 2/2/2012).

During her address, Ros-Lehtinen

coined Ahmadinejad’s trips to Latin America his “ ‘Tour of Tyrants’ trip ” and warned
of a documentary released by Univision, which “depicted a 2007 cyber-attack scheme by
the Iranian Ambassador in Mexico, by diplomatic officials from the embassies of
Venezuela and Cuba, and undercover Mexican students posing as extremists. The
principals involved in this plot wanted to infiltrate U.S. government computer systems in
the White House, FBI, CIA, and two nuclear facilities.” The Committee of Foreign
Affairs urged Obama to abandon all vain attempts at dialogue with Iran and “ensure
proper resources are being dedicated to counter these threats.” Some of these resources
likely include measures quite similar to the very cyber-attacks that were linked with
Iranian foreign government representatives in the documentary.
The legitimacy of the securitizing actions of the United States in initiating cyber
warfare is not at all called into question. The power politics are clear; the United States
may go to almost unlimited lengths to prevent even the potential growth of Iranian
nuclear programs, and yet a documentary showing distant Iranian potential for cyberattacks is securitized into a grave threat. The validation for the continued securitization
of the Iranian weapons programs can find its origins in the history of orientalism found
in the United States Discourse towards the Middle East in general, with particular regard
to Iran.
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2.5 Discourse of Justification
In January of 2001, a report by the Secretary of Defense outlined the threats
inherent in the development and proliferation of nuclear arms by hostile states. It began
with the assertion that “the United States now faces what could be called a Superpower
Paradox. Our unrivaled supremacy in the conventional military arena is prompting
adversaries to seek unconventional, asymmetric means to strike what they perceive as
our Achilles heel,” and continued to list Iran, who, “with foreign assistance, is buying
and developing longer-range missiles, already has chemical weapons, and is seeking
nuclear and biological capabilities” (Cohen 2001). Cohen explains that “fears for the
future are not hyperbole,” and that “the race is on between our preparations and those of
our adversaries. There is not a moment to lose” (Cohen 2001).
The report is broken down into regions and then countries, listed in order of
urgency, with the Iranian case preceding all others within the Middle East and Africa. In
the detailing of the objections, strategies and intentions of Iranian nuclear, biological,
chemical, and ballistic missile weapons programs, the report does assume that “Iran
recognizes that it cannot match the U.S. military power and therefore seeks other
asymmetric means to challenge the United States. Iran’s efforts include the acquisition
and development of NBC weapons and missiles and use of terrorism, which it views as a
means to offset its own vulnerabilities and weaknesses” (Cohen 2001, 34). Here, the
United States government hints that it has contributed to the sense of weakness and
vulnerability experienced by Iran, which is the very cause of the weapons program. Yet
the solution is not to alter the state of relations that have brought the US-Iranian relations
to this point, but instead to heighten the severity of the issue on the US security agenda,
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by arguing that Iran (along with Syria, Libya and Iraq), “remain poised to develop and
use all means at their disposal to threaten U.S. and allied interests in the region and
beyond” (Proliferation: Threat and Response 2001).
The House of Representatives issued a report on May 6, 2004, outlining concern
over Iran regarding its nuclear weapons developments.

The report condemned “in

strongest possible terms Iran’s continuing deceptions and falsehoods,” and urged the
President to support the IAEA, United Nations Security Council, and all State Parties to
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), to “use all appropriate means to deter,
dissuade, and prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons, including ending all nuclear
and other cooperation with Iran…until Iran fully implements the Additional Protocol
between Iran and the IAEA for the application of safeguards” (H. Con Res 398, 2004).
Although the language used here is pressing, the report called for multilateral support
and the use of appropriate measures, which did not directly call for the use of force if
Iran refused to comply with the stipulations laid out.
However, in a hearing of the House International Relations Committee on March
30, 2004, the potential for the proliferation of Iranian nuclear weapons was raised to
crisis level. Representative Henry Hyde set the tone for the hearing with the avowal that
although some threats are exaggerated and securitized without due justification, “I can
think of no scenario more frightening, more disastrous, than that of terrorists acquiring
weapons of mass destruction,” and that “few would disagree that combating this threat
must be among our highest national priorities,” because “even a single hole can be an
opening to the Apocalypse” (Hyde, 2004). Dismissing all previous efforts to mitigate
Iranian weapons developments as “fatal shortcomings which may become evident only
in retrospect,” Hyde pinpoints “the sudden and recent exposure of Iran’s longstanding
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efforts to acquire a nuclear capability, and its success in assembling key elements o a
weapons program” that have “once again demonstrated the harvest of deadly
consequences that complacency may sow” (Hyde, 2004).

In the same report,

Representative Tom Lantos advises his government to “take every possible action before
us or our allies suffer the unimaginable consequences of letting the world’s most
dangerous weapons fall into the wrong hands” (Lantos, 2004). In the hearing, the
committee discussed the new proliferation policy congruent with the Bush Doctrine,
which advocates the use of all measures to preemptively prevent the potential for
terrorism, and the hearing concluded with questions remaining on whether the United
States would act unilaterally to implement these measures.
The Bush Doctrine was not the only independent variable shaping the
securitization of the Iranian weapons programs. In a policy review address to the
Department of State on December 1, 2011, Wendy Sherman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee called the Iran weapons programs “one of the greatest global
concerns we face” (SFRC 12/1/2011). She asserted that Iran must be given the strictest
punishment because it has continually demonstrated its “deceptive behavior.” She noted
that increased sanctions target over 280 Iranian companies and pointed out Executive
Order 13382 which states that any engagement with members of the Iranian financial
sector whether within Iran or outside is also sponsorship of terrorism. Her overreaching
use of the words terrorist and terrorism reveals that she is speaking into a context where
Iran has already been securitized to the extent that it can be easily synonymous with a
broad concept of terrorism.
In March of 2011, the Committee on Armed Services held a hearing on Current
and Future Threats to US Security. During the discussion on Iran, the state was yet
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again referred to as “the greatest challenge to the United States and the International
Community” and the Committee urged that measures be taken to “pierce the veil of
hypocrisy,” which is the regime itself (COAS 3/10/2011).

In using such a term to

describe the Iranian regime, the legitimacy of the US government is bolstered because it
has the authority to judge Iran’s hypocrisy, while the legitimacy of Iran is
simultaneously delegitimized and labeled deceitful.
Although the United States has not yet responded with the use of force against
Iran, it remained poised to do so throughout the Bush administration and, to a lesser
extent, during the early years of the Obama administration. The absence of military
action, however, does not mean that the US has been simply waiting for an opportunity
to strike. The securitization of Iranian nuclear weapons not only caused the US to take
certain pioneering measures to hinder Iranian weapons programs in the form of absolute
sanctions and cyber warfare, but it also caused the US to remain poised (particularly
under the Bush administration) to resort to military options at little provocation. It is the
‘otherization’ of Iran that explains these securitizing measures, and it is necessary to
look into the orientalist origins of US discourse on Iran to explain why Iran has taken on
a strong enemy identity.

2.5 Conclusion
Securitization theory, which originally developed in part as a response to the
political environment of the Cold War, deals with the formation of identities vis a vis
national security interests of states. It examines the vital role that the nationalist state
still plays in the global area, and looks at how security agendas are formed and
manipulated according to power dynamics and strategic interests. The Bush
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administration was stalwart in its securitized discourse on Iran, and Obama continued
the same trend to a lesser extent. The approaches of the Bush and Obama administration
are inspected more thoroughly in the fourth chapter. The United States is successful in
its securitization of the Iranian weapons programs because it is able to perpetuate the
imagining of Iran as a rival and antithesis to its own sense of self. The more the United
States can keep Iranian nuclear programs at the top of its security agenda through the use
of exaggerated and heightened discourse, the more the US is then able to concretize and
better establish its own imagined identity. This dynamic of self-versus-other that lies at
the heart of securitization theory, is best explained through the lens of Orientalist theory.
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Chapter Three
Orientalism: A Catalyst
For Securitization Theory

3.1 Introduction
In the case of US Foreign Policy toward the Middle East, securitization theory
goes hand in hand with orientalist theory. Securitization theory is essentially interested
in the politics of identity formation. Threats that are raised to the level of immediate
security issues by a state, come from an enemy other, whose very existence serves as a
foil to booster the state’s sense of identity. The orientalist theory of Edward Said
explains the emergence of the Middle East through the lens of Western scholarship. The
primary aim of the body of oriental study, was to acquire knowledge of, and thus power
over the Middle East, and expand the narrative of the oriental “other” in the Western
imagination. This chapter links the theories of securitization and orientalism to explain
present day relations between the United States and the Middle East, and then more
specifically, with Iran. The chapter looks at how political actors perpetuate a narrative
in which the East is objectified and its people are fundamentally different from the US
national identity. In order to justify the securitization of threats arising from the Middle
East, the US relies on the success of this narrative. The chapter gives a brief overview
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of examples of neo-orientalism in US foreign policy, and how this discourse is used to
justify the creation of threats, and extreme political action.

3.2 Securitization and the Enemy
In the introduction to his book People, States and Fear, Buzan explains that the
concept of security in international relations theory suffers from underdevelopment.
This paucity is caused by many factors, one of which is simply that it is an inconvenient
concept for policy makers to develop. The reason for this inconvenience is that the
“appeal to national security as a justification for actions and policies would otherwise
have to be explained as a political tool of immense convenience for a large variety of
sectional interests in all types of state” (Buzan 1991, 11).
Buzan argues that issues of security do not emerge primarily because of threats
to the state or region, but are instead brought to the center of foreign policy through the
discourse of an actor wishing to deal with or focus on a problem. It is this actor,
whether an individual, administration, state or region, which ultimately decides which
issues should be “securitized,” and then escalates them to such a point that the audience
perceives them as a threat that must be dealt with. The measures that the political actor
can then take to deal with the threat are legitimized to the point where the proportion of
measures taken can greatly exceed the actual gravity of the situation. This itself is an
explanatory factor as to why securitization most often begs either the creation, or the
exaggeration of a political enemy.
The fact that the political enemy is necessary does not mean that the
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circumstances for its construction need to be antagonistic in nature. It is important to
unpack the implications of the term “enemy” in order to evaluate the relationship of self
to enemy. Usually what is found is that “enemy” does not always imply an adversarial,
opposing relationship between foes. Instead, as discussed above, it refers more to an
imagined “other,” an identity outside the shared sphere of understanding composing the
self. Carl Schmitt aptly elaborates on the perceptions and creation of political enemies:
“The political enemy need not be morally evil or aesthetically ugly; he need not
appear as an economic competitor, and it may be even advantageous to engage
with him in business transactions. But he is, nevertheless, the other, the stranger;
and it is sufficient for his nature that he is, in a specifically intense way,
existentially something different and alien, so that in extreme cases conflicts with
him are possible. These can neither be decided by a previously determined
general norm nor by the judgment of a disinterested and thereby neutral third
party (Scmitt1996, 32).”
Furthermore, in such extreme cases, it is the state with sovereignty—or power to
decide—that intensifies the security problem, and “in its fullest form, this intensification
yields an absolute divide between friend and enemy in relation to any given issue”
(Williams 2003, 516). The sovereign state, in securitization theory, is the one which
“decides whether there is to be an extreme emergency as well as what must be done to
eliminate it” (Williams 2003, 517).

The power of decision-making that Williams and

Scmitt discuss runs parallel to Edward Said’s discussion of representation.
In Culture and Imperialism, Said writes about how cultural narratives that have
developed over time, and have allowed the West to form a discourse about the East,
have also given the West free reign to speak on behalf of the East and seek management
over its operations (1993).
representation, and authority.

Hamid Dabashi raises the same questions of agency,
He describes a cartoon published in 2007 by The

Columbus Dispatch in which Iran is depicted as a sewer from which cockroaches are
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crawling out into the neighboring countries. Not only should this type of depiction be
condemned, he writes, but “equally important is a more fundamental attempt at
understanding the normative authority that enables a cartoonist, a newspaper, and a
reading audience to initiate and accept such cartoons, generate and sustain such
semiotics of extermination about an entire people” (Dabashi 2007, xi). The “normative
authority” here originally proceeds from the securitizing actor that has created and
escalated the (Iranian) issue on the security agenda to such an extent that depictions of
the political enemy that would be shocking under other circumstances become legitimate
and acceptable.
Dabashi contends that the same fundamental question regarding who has
authority to represent both self and enemy, also applies to security discourse. Like the
cartoon, securitization discourse always implies “a relation of reciprocity between the
knowledge (public perception), that some cartoons [or discourse] generate and sustain,
and the military power that is able to go and exterminate those cockroaches” (2007, xi).
In other words, the securitizing actor must cultivate an environment in which the
discourse will be acceptable to the public. The actor (whether government or individual)
does this most effectively by assuming the authority to represent “us” and then paint a
contrary and “other” that is too different to be at all relatable to the domestic public.

3.3 Edward Said’s Orientalist Theory
Said’s groundbreaking work, Orientalism, offers the first comprehensive
theoretical explanation of the central problem concerning relations between the East and
West. He notes that from the beginning, “the Orient existed for the West, or so it
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seemed to countless Orientalists, whose attitude to what they worked on was either
paternalistic or candidly condescending” (1978, 204).

Orientalism is, then, the

language, narratives, attitudes, and assumption of knowledge of the East by the West. It
is furthermore, “a political doctrine willed over the Orient because the Orient was
weaker than the West, which elided the Orient’s difference with its weakness” (204).
Said begins by citing Arthur James Balfour’s 1910 lecture to the House of
Commons regarding concerns over Egypt. From this point of departure, Said locates the
two major themes that run through the discourse that the West employed when talking of
the region they coined “the Orient,” knowledge and power. By claiming knowledge of
the Orient on Western terms, Balfour and others before and since have also been able to
assume power. Said arguess that the capacity of the West to claim knowledge of, and
thus power over, the East, lay in the fact that “a still earlier tradition of Orientalism than
the nineteenth century one provided them with a vocabulary, imagery, rhetoric, and
figures with which to say it,” and that “the period of immense advance in the institutions
and content of Orientalism coincides exactly with the period of unparalleled European
expansion” (1978: 41).
Said draws up an important distinction between latent and manifest orientalism.
What Said coins “manifest orientalism,” is an accumulation of all the literature,
ideologies, geographic studies, sociological studies, and historical accounts that are part
of the field of oriental studies—the actual materials studied by the Oriental scholar.
Latent orientalism is the underlying assumptions that have been built and reaffirmed
(since the origins of oriental studies) regarding the Orient that are unconsciously
accepted as absolutes. During the nineteenth century, ideas about the Orient were
distilled into an unchallenged doctrine taken as much for granted as historical
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chronology or geography. The vast distance between the scholars and their object of
study caused a great deal of collective ignorance, and therefore, an inability to discredit
any Oriental claims that were made. Oriental scholars learned more from their peers
than from the actual subject matter.
In this period, “the distillation of essential ideas about the Orient—its sensuality,
its tendency to despotism, its aberrant mentality, its habits of inaccuracy, its
backwardness” grew into a “separate and unchallenged coherence” (Said 1978, 205).
When one spoke about the Orient, the entire collection of this knowledge was
immediately implied, widely understood, and unanimously accepted. The authority on
knowledge of the orient did not come from the orient itself, even after distance was
breeched by accelerated communication and the capacity for more frequent travel and
economic relations. The nexus of knowledge remained fixed within the inward-looking
insular circles of unquestioned rhetoric. All “new” additions and discoveries made to
the field of oriental studies spoke directly to notions that were already entrenched and
ubiquitous. The very existence of such a field reveals assumptions of knowledge that
have no alternate “Occidental” counterparts in the East.
During the same time that orientalist studies were weaving themselves into the
fabric of Western academia, there were other key movements springing up that were not
in the least unrelated. The emerging popularity of the field of eugenics, and its scientific
backbone of social Darwinism, were rapidly gaining popularity in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.

Social Darwinism offered a biological determinism to

eugenics theories claiming that some races were backward. This trend of thought was
rapidly being integrated into politics at the beginning of the First World War, more
blatantly during the Second World War, and then subtly continuing in more diplomatic
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and stealthy language thereafter. Even Darwin himself sanctioned the belief that modern
Orientals were the leftover and degenerate remnants of a formerly great civilization
(Said 1978, 231).
In the post-World War II setting, the United States took its place as the major
world power, and inherited all the orientalist knowledge from former European
colonists, while simultaneously creating its own version of the semantics.

In the

evolution of new political courses and agendas, “the area specialist, as he is now called,
lays claim to regional expertise, which is put at the service of government or business or
both” (Said 1978, 285). The knowledge has been passed along and “released into new
forms” into political discourse, cultural narratives, and popular images.
A central component and perhaps the most telling aspect of theory or a political
stance is the language that it chooses to employ. Semantics are necessary for the
justification of both theoretical and applied discourse. It is the theories, first of all,
which in many ways shape political discourse, which in turn shapes political behavior.
Lene Hansen writes that “all academic approaches make three sets of decisions: about
ontology, that is the question of what exists, what should be studied, and what the basic
nature of that which is studied is; about epistemology, that is, the question of what we
can know and how to achieve this knowledge; and methodology, that is, the concrete
steps and techniques that allow one to carry out an analysis” (Shepard, 2010, 17). In
other words, all knowledge is constructed and must be placed within its originating
context in order to be properly understood. This is not to say that the process outlined
by Hansen is a conscious choice. In most cases, in fact, it is most likely not even
considered, but it nevertheless exists.
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3.4 Orientalism and Semantic Engineering
These three ontological, epistemological and methodological choices are made
from series of experiential factors that may include upbringing, social class, nationality,
gender and race.

Many norms and values that are considered objective and go

unquestioned have often been shaped by theoretical, and then applied discourse, and all
of this discourse emerged from a certain context. For example, when the United States
launched its war on terror, the President and his advisors chose to use language that
drew a clear separation between “us” and “them.” “‘Us’ is strong, brave, democratic,
just, humane, and pitted against ‘them’ who are cowardly, weak, illegal, authoritarian,
extremist, radical, dangerous and inhumane” (Said 1978, 289).
This kind of discourse becomes interwoven into the social fabric. Of course, it is
not clear whether the prevalence of discriminatory thinking is primarily a ‘top-down’ or
‘bottom-up’ phenomenon. The point is that ideas spread, whether or not it is society or
the government who initiates. The state receives the manifest orientalist scholarship,
and through public speeches, images, and media, translates it into a pervasive latent
orientalism in the society that is much more difficult to root out. One way to evaluate
who perpetrates the language is simply asking the question of who holds the power.
Most often the trends are set by the one in power based on what can be gained or lost by
the discourse employed. In the case of the West towards the East, there is exploitation
and control to be gained by language that sets the former as the superior authority, and
the latter as the unruly party to be disciplined.
Whether or not the semantic trends are set in a top-down or bottom-up manner
(and it is fairly clear that it is the former), “we see how national identity, nationalism,
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and hence national culture get constructed and renewed every day through the activities
and lives of supposed subjects/carriers” (Said 1978, 289). Nationalism, by this same
logic, is simply “an internal contestation over what the features and boundaries of the
nation are. It is about creating/asserting the identity of the nation by distinguishing itself
from the Others of the nation” (21978, 289). A statement made by an English professor
translating Arabic literature at a Canadian University articulates this idea from a new
standpoint, and is quite telling in its need to justify the very humanity of the Arabic
world:
“There is a great need for us to be known as we are: naked. Through our
publications and our literature, especially our art, the West will be able to have a
clear glimpse of who we are…Unfortunately, we are not known as artists, writers
and singers. We are known as terrorists, fighters, and warmongers. That loud
voice is much, much stronger than the quiet voice. I try to engage in activities
that tell the West that we do have culture, that we know beauty. We know
humanity. We know what is peaceful… (Abdelhady 2011: 140).”
Lene Hanson posits that “foreign policies rely upon the representations of
identity, but it is also through the formulation of foreign policy that identities are
produced and reproduced” (2007, 1). He goes on to explain that foreign policy agendas
are completely dependent upon “representations of the threat, country, security problem
or crisis they seek to address” precisely because they “need to ascribe meaning to the
situations and to construct the objects within it, and in doing so they articulate and draw
upon specific identities of other states, regions, peoples and institutions as well as on the
identity of a national, regional or institutional self” (2007, 6). Hanson asserts that foreign
policy discourse always relies on a Self and an Other. This is accomplished in a variety
of ways, and is assimilated into the national identity through news media, images, and
speeches that concretize the bipolarity of the self and the enemy other.
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Furthermore, these identities constructed in foreign policy discourse are built upon
the identity constructions of past discourse. Policy makers claim the authority to “know”
about a particular situation, speak for other nations, and construct identities based on the
discourse that has been steadily building with each new policy maker or administration.
Richard Frye offers an analysis of how American discourse towards Iran has been built
throughout history (2003) and Ali Ansari points to how the failure of American foreign
policy has culminated in the current relationship (2006). The main point is that the
current discourse employed by US foreign policy towards Iran is not a new
phenomenon, but is entrenched in the dialectic of Self and Other that has been
reproduced over time. Again, Said refers to this as “latent orientalism,” meaning the
underlying assumptions, attitudes and language that the West has built and reaffirmed
until they are subconsciously accepted as absolutes (1978). He argues that “imperial
culture was built upon assumptions so deep that they never entered into discussions of
social reform and justice” (1993, 67).

It is this very pervasive history of latent

orientalism that formed the political relationship between the United States and Iran.

3.5 Neo-orientalism in US Foreign Policy Discourse
Since the time of Cromer and Balfour, and indeed before, knowledge of the
Orient was deemed fact, even though those in the position of authority had no real
encounter with their subject of analysis. It was a subject-to-object relationship in the
truest sense, an arrogant “us” creating and recreating a narrative of an exotic “it.” The
terms employed by Balfour and Cromer are strikingly—and frighteningly—similar to
those used today. Depictions of the Middle East were fraught with words such as
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“‘irrational, depraved, fallen, childlike, and different,” and thus the West by contrast
was, and is “rational, virtuous, mature and normal” (Said 1978, 40).
The semantics of Congressional hearings and statements from the Executive
Branch on the topic of Iran clearly show how the securitization of the issue has become
entrenched enough in the discourse that it is widely accepted as fact. It is clear that the
terminology employed in congressional statements towards Iran is an amalgamation of
all the terminology preceding it; the discourse cannot be analyzed autonomously but
must be understood in the context of the history of US-Iranian relations. However, the
volume of declarations, statements and texts from hearings throughout the history of all
these relations is too great to be contained here. For the purpose of this thesis, select
texts will be analyzed from 2001 onward. 2001 was a watershed year, as it marked the
transition of the US government from somewhat peaceful external relations, to a state of
emergency following the terrorist attacks of September 11th.
In a Senate Intelligence Committee Hearing in February of 2001, CIA Director
George Tenet gave an address on Worldwide Threats to National Security.

This

particular report shows the new sense of fear and need for immediate response within
the US administration:
“Never in my experience, Mr. Chairman, has American intelligence had to deal
with such a dynamic set of concerns affecting such a broad range of US interests.
Never have we had to deal with such a high quotient of uncertainty. With so
many things on our plate, it is important always to establish priorities. For me,
the highest priority must invariably be on those things that threaten the lives of
Americans or the physical security of the United States.” (Senate Hearing
2/7/2001).
These remarks are evidence of the heightened state of fear and readiness to
remove all threats or potential threats that the US chooses to securitize. Tenet made
prescient remarks about the growing threat of terrorism, with particular regard to Osama
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bin Laden and al Qaeda. Tenet then goes on to list threats from Iraq, Iran and North
Korea, laying the groundwork for the famous axis of evil speech that Bush would give
the following year. It is notable that Tenet employs a broad form of latent orientalism in
his discussion of Arab civilizations. Here, he digresses from addressing threats from the
governments of this region, but instead discusses a rowdy populous:
“In many places in the Arab world…average citizens are becoming increasingly
restive and getting louder. Recent events show that the right catalyst…can move
people to act. Through access to the Internet and other means of communication,
a restive public is increasingly capable of taking action without any identifiable
leadership or organizational structure” (Senate Hearing 2/7/2001).
He adds a rather foreboding warning that new leaders in the Middle East will have to
face challenges from populations that are growing restless for change. He does not
applaud these populous desires for democracy, but rather sides with the leaders who
clearly have their hands full with a raucous public.

Included in the sympathy he

expresses is, ironically, President Bashar Al-Asad:
“In many places in the Arab world, Mr. Chairman, average citizens are becoming
increasingly restive and getting louder. Recent events show that the right
catalyst-such as the outbreak of Israeli-Palestinian violence-can move people to
act. Through access to the Internet and other means of communication, a restive
public is increasingly capable of taking action without any identifiable leadership
or organizational structure. Mr. Chairman, balanced against an energized street
is a new generation of leaders, such as Bashar al Asad in Syria. These new
leaders will have their mettle tested both by populations demanding change and
by entrenched bureaucracies willing to fight hard to maintain the status quo”
(Senate Hearing 2/7/2001)
Tenet is able to speak about a “loud”, “restive,” volatile, unpredictable people,
who may become uncontrollable and violent with greater access to the Internet, because
his audience is already familiar with this type of narrative; the barbaric otherness of the
Middle East has already taken its place as factual and unquestioned long before this
particular speech. The narrative has been set with such absolute boundaries, that the
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United States’ support of many authoritarian regimes in the region is a blind spot. The
US identity is proposed as a bastion of democracy, but cannot recognize the democratic
yearnings within the Middle East, because the “otherization” of the region has left no
room for rational critique.
In the same address given the following year, Tenet’s focus is more centered on
Iraq and Afghanistan than it was the previous year, but there is still a substantive section
of warning about Iran. Tenet’s advice seems to be that the US should do its best not
only to monitor Iranian support for groups categorized as terrorist, but also that stability
should be maintained in a (Middle Eastern) environment that “creates opportunities for
any number of players, most notably Iran, to take steps that will result in further
escalation of violence,” and where, “at the same time, the continued violence threatens
to weak the political center in the Arab world and increases the challenge for our Arab
allies to balance their support for us against the demands of their public” (Tenet
2/6/2002). Tenet refers to the people’s desire for reforms and a more open society in
many countries in the region, including Iran, but implies that in many cases, the rulers of
these repressive regimes are also US allies, and that the balance should not be upset.
Tenet also observes that there is a “deep-seeded suspicion among Tehran’s clerics that
the United States is committed to encircling and overthrowing them, a fear that could
quickly erupt in attacks against our interests.” Of course Tenet gives no explanation as
to why this suspicion has arisen. Instead, the fear is regarded as irrational and only of
note because of the threat it may pose to “our interests.”
In 2004, almost two years after the US declaration of its war on terror, the House
International Relations Committee held a hearing on threats from states looking to build
their nuclear capacities. Iran was brought to the table by a representative from the
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Subcommittee on Middle East and Central Asia, as a rebellious state that “failed to heed
the lessons of Iraq and Libya and the contrasting responses from the U.S. to the two”
(Ros-Lehtinen 2002). Iran was placed in the category of other “rogue” states failing to
adhere to non-proliferation acts.

Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and

International Security, John Bolton, responded to these concerns by affirming that “we
continue to pursue diplomatic efforts on Iran [note: not “with” Iran] with the Europeans,
with the Russians, with the Japanese” despite the challenge posed by the “program of
denial and deception that the Iranians have pursued over the years, all of which is now
fully documented” (Bolton 2002). Bolton again appeals to a deceptive enemy other, and
claims the authority to represent Iran because of prior “well-documented” knowledge of
Iran, its motives, and its people.
It is within this rhetoric that, one year later, the House of Representatives enacted
the Iran Freedom Support Act (HR 282), a decision made for the purpose of holding Iran
accountable for all threatening actions, by thorough monitoring of all its actions and
relations via a six month reporting mechanism, and for escorting Iran into democracy.
Later in May of 2006, Senator Joseph Biden, in a statement to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, voiced the opinion that he did not think Iran would use a nuclear
weapon against Israel, but would “feel emboldened to make even more mischief in the
region…making an already volatile region even more dangerous” (Biden 2006). Here,
the Iranian threat does not lie so much in the specific actions it would potentially take if
armed with nuclear capabilities, but rather the threat exists simply because of Iran’s
disruptive, violent nature.
It is clear in the cases listed, that the US relies on neo-orientalism to both
strengthen and build its nationalist identity, and also to extend its power through highly
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securitized political discourse. There is a sense of righteous fear in the discourse of
congressional hearings, security briefings, and legal actions taken with regard to Iran.
There is a pointed omission of any need for dialogue, because Iran has been successfully
painted as a volatile, violent and unpredictable enemy. The US is then excused from
having to prove the rationality of its own actions, because neo-orientalism is the tool
used to bypass any self-reflection or criticism; it can plough forward blindly with all
actions deemed necessary.

3.6 Conclusion
Orientalism is a primitive and naive field of Western scholarship that belongs in
the period of colonization. Yet, it is still very much woven into the political fabric of the
United States in the form of neo-orientalism. Neo-orientalism allows the United States
to represent the Middle East, and Iran, without having to engage in dialogue with these
states. The dynamic of threat and response to threat enables the US to perpetuate its
own sense of identity through its contrast to the source of the threat. Orientalism has
simplified the dynamics of securitization for the US. Manifest orientalism is used as a
tool by the US government to proliferate an entrenched latent orientalism, in which Iran
is the quintessential enemy other, in the public imagination. Thus, the US is able to
justify all extreme measures taken against any threats that the US raises to the level of
national security issues. The following chapter will examine how the extent of neoorientalism in US political discourse is impacted by the administration in power. The
years from 2001-2013 have oscillated from extreme securitization, to a new place of
negotiation with Iran. It is necessary to look at the implications of the decisions taken
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within these years in order to gauge the on-going salience of the orientalist narrative in
the US.

Chapter Four
The Orientalist Discourse of the American Security
Agenda on Iran
4.1 Introduction
This chapter takes a closer look at US discourse regarding Iran. It parses through
the trends of the Bush and the Obama Administrations to look at how presidential
discourses impact the securitizing and orientalist trends in foreign policy. The Bush
Administration was defined by the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. These events
played the most crucial role in shaping US foreign policy, and in the formation of the
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Bush Doctrine. The relations between the US and the Middle East underwent extreme
changes after 9/11. This also impacted the US response to the threat of the Iranian
nuclear weapons program. The transition from the Bush Administration to the Obama
Administration in 2008 also marked a gradual move to a significantly different approach
to foreign policy, especially in terms of relations with Iran. Throughout both of these
terms, the influence of Israel along with AIPAC, the highly persuasive Israeli lobby,
held sway over decision making on foreign policy. This chapter will examine the
discourse of the two presidential terms between 2001-2013, and then analyze the impact
of AIPAC on both of these terms.

4.2 Creating a Threat: 9/11, Iraq, Neo-Conservativism and the Bush
Doctrine in the Middle East
President George W. Bush was elected president in 2000, but it was not until
2001 that a clear foreign policy direction for his administration materialized, due,
primarily, to the attacks of September 11th.

It was after these events that Bush’s

neoconservative cabinet members hijacked US foreign policy, and the hard line
positions of the Bush Doctrine became the guiding compass for US policy in the Middle
East. It is hard to tell exactly how Bush’s foreign policy agenda would have taken shape
on its own, as it was 9/11 and the subsequent invasion of Iraq as a reaction, which quite
aggressively produced the Bush Doctrine and redirected the foreign policy of the US.
When the key events and decision-makers that structured the course of US foreign
policy in this period are examined, it is neo-conservatism, or “Wilsonianism with teeth,”
which emerges as the reoccurring culprit (Mearsheimer 2005). Toby Dodge uses
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historical analysis to dissect US policy, concluding that it was the unification of George
W. Bush with the neocons in his administration that occurred after 9/11, which
“developed a forward leaning approach to reordering world politics” (2006). Raymond
Hinnebusch notes that the 2002 National Security Strategy “made explicit the coercive
turn, the call for full spectrum dominance, the strategy of dealing with resistance...not
simply through traditional containment, but via preventive wars” (2007). Dodge
analyzes Antonio Gramsci’s theory of war of position, where a new ruling consensus is
carried out in civil society, and war of maneuver, where violence and coercion are the
instruments used to achieve the desired ends. He argues that “the invasion signaled the
Bush Administration’s shift from a war of position back to one of maneuver” (Dodge
2006).
The Bush Doctrine was formed out of an idealist vision not too removed from
the Manifest Destiny of the 1800’s4 that assumed that the United States was endowed
with the responsibility of propagating its own divine democratic mission. The Bush
Doctrine was built on the hypothesis that a concentration of intense, short-term military
force combined with a packaging of democratic infrastructure, could single-handedly
transform the “rouge” states of the Middle East into a series of friendly US allies. Iraq
would provide the model, and surrounding states unfriendly to the United States would
take note of its success and domino down a similar path. This entirely simplistic
imagining of the Middle East and extreme presumption of American power
demonstrated just how powerfully the orientalist mindset had seeped into US decisionmaking. The Bush Doctrine presumed that the Middle East was a cohesive unit of rowdy
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4

The term Manifest Destiny was coined in 1845 by John Sullivan. It described a belief commonly held by
US foreign Policy makers that the US had a divine mission to expand its borders and bring the light of
equality and freedom to the uncivilized peoples beyond its frontiers.
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states who simply needed to be shown a better way. The orientalism that allowed this
extent of securitization was a conception that took millions of lives, and is nearing a
decade of repercussions. Dodge boldly contends that “the scope of the grand ambitions
brought together in the Bush Doctrine has only been matched by the extent of their
failure when applied to Iraq” (2006).
Jeremy Pressman analyzes the failure of the war, and subsequently of neoconservativism and maintains that the dooming factors were the “overemphasis on
military force, insufficient reliance on diplomacy, an unwillingness to learn and adapt,
and contradictions among different policies” (2009). He further points out that it was a
fallacy to assume that the US “power advantage” would be translated into “increased
influence” (2009). Pressman supplements these explanations with, of course, the initial
most blatant fiasco following the revelation that there was no WMD program or any
linkage between Saddam Hussein’s regime and al-Qaeda. The Bush administration set
itself up for entrapment, and was slow to react to its own failures (2009). Perhaps this
was due to the fact that “decisions were often made on the basis of ideological certainty
and electoral concerns rather than on an empirical basis” (2009). It seemed as though
Bush truly believed that if he reinforced his decisions and progress in Iraq with positive
rhetoric, the course of action would follow accordingly.
In January 2002, Bush delivered his infamous State of the Union address in
which he accused Iran, Iraq and North Korea of forming an “axis of evil.”

He

introduced the discourse to the audience by first demarcating a strong difference
between the civilized and uncivilized worlds; the former being subject to the dangers of
the latter. Iran was, not surprisingly, thrown into the collection of the “states like these,”
who, along with “their terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the
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peace of the world” (Bush 2002).

These regimes, he continued, “pose a grave and

growing danger.” Bush is speaking to his post-9/11 audience; the sense of fear and
vulnerability are still palpable within the United States, and Bush is able to successfully
speak to these fears. He is uniquely able to raise embryonic and potential threats to the
national security level, and create a trifecta of enemy states to be dealt with. It is
interesting to note that it is after this speech, in September 2002, that Iran, with the
assistance of Russia, began the construction of its first nuclear reactors.
The very first words of a 2005 Congressional Hearing on Iran’s nuclear
capacities are the following, by Ruel Gerecht, “…let me state the obvious, which isn’t
often stated, and that is, American foreign policy toward the Islamic Republic of Iran
since 1979 has largely been successful” (2005). He goes on to assert that “we, not the
Western Europeans—who have often wanted to engage the Islamic Republic, even when
Iran’s assassins and contract bombers were striking Western Europe in the 1980’s—are
the Westerners most admired inside of Iran.” Gerecht makes it quite clear that the
United States is dealing with a state that best responds through force, sanctions, and
refusal to engage diplomatically.

He points out that the efforts of the Clinton

Administration to “give peace a chance with Iran” by trying to “turn apologia into
foreign policy” failed. The only mode of operation that has the chance of succeeding is
“the firm conviction that George W. Bush—the mad bomber—will bomb them if they
don’t,” and otherwise “Iranian trouble-making will continue and possibly grow” (2005).
From here, Gerecht lays out all of the ways in which this trouble-making state can
increase its illicitness, and pollute other states in the region such as Iraq, Afghanistan,
Lebanon and Syria.

Gerecht’s discourse, wrought with Orientalist language and

terminology, gives him the stage he needs to accelerate the securitization against Iran.
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The Marine Corps Midrange Threat Estimate prepared in 2005 by the
Department of Defense (and later released by Wikileaks) covers all potential threats and
US strategies for how to deal with them from 2005 through 2015. This comprehensive
document reveals the US approach to foreign policy, and Bush’s strategic direction,
perhaps better than any others. In it, Bush’s call for preemptive action in June of 2002 is
used as the guiding principle for all security plans and threat assessments.

The

document proposes that “warfare in the 21st century will be determined and affected by
many non-military factors including economic strength, public will, energy issues,
irregular warfare, and geographic areas of instability,” with the specific demand that the
marine corps “keep a wary eye on states with strengthening conventional and
unconventional capabilities, such as Iran and North Korea” (2005: 1). The threats of the
21st century are labeled “unconventional, unforeseen, and unpredictable” (21). Amongst
all the listed threats, the threat of terrorism is the greatest, and the one that demands the
greatest attention and response. Under the subsection on terrorist threats, the document
describes the emerging nuclear weapons capabilities of “rogue states such as North
Korea and Iran” that use the tactics of “denial and deception activities against the United
States…designed to hide key activities, facilities and capabilities…to manipulate US
perceptions and assessments of those programs” (32, 33). The report’s spotlight section
on Iran discloses the Department of Defense’s continued, unwavering belief in the Bush
Doctrine:
“The government of Iran feels threatened. Internally, calls for economic and
social reform are increasing despite the efforts by the governments to improve
the economy. Externally, the United States and its allies hem in Iran. The defeat
of the Saddam Hussein’s regime removed a threat to Iran, but replaced it with a
subtle, more powerful threat in the form of a fledgling democracy. The
strengthening democratic government in Afghanistan similarly threatens the
Iranian conservatives by serving as an example of the possibilities of democracy.
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The West is also pressuring Iran’s allies, like Syria. Surrounded and almost
completely isolated, Iran is digging in, expecting to be the next US target.
However, Tehran has a more immediate problem—the survival of its theocratic
governance.” (2005: A-12).
It is clear here that the US is confident that the desired democratic domino effect
of the Bush Doctrine is providing its own pressure on Iran. The examples of democratic
possibilities in Iraq and Afghanistan that the US was still pioneering in 2005, are viewed
as incendiary mechanisms that would threaten Iran’s ruling theocracy. By this analysis,
it is not the autonomous will of the Iranian people to demand civic representation, but
rather a certain type of envy over what the US had introduced in regional states.
Iranians are thus represented only through the American lens, and can react only in
response to what is shown to them by the path carved out by the West.
Twenty members of the US Senate wrote a letter to President George W Bush in
November 2007 urging the administration to change this trend of discourse used in
dealings with Iran. The letter was a protest to the securitization of the Iranian nuclear
weapons program. In this letter, the signatories wrote to “express serious concerns with
the provocative statements and actions…with respect to possible U.S. military action in
Iran. These comments are counterproductive and undermine efforts to resolve tensions
with Iran through diplomacy,” and that “no congressional authority exists for unilateral
military action against Iran” (Letter on Iran: 2007). This is a refreshing request for an
alternate course that exhibits how partisanship plays into the discourse employed and
securitization actions made, and can change from administration to administration.

4.3 Tentative Diplomacy: The Obama Administration
The year 2008 marked the end of the Bush administration and a new course of
action for American foreign policy. The day before a Hearing of the Senate Committee
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on Foreign Relations regarding the US Strategy on Iran, Supreme Ayatollah Khameini
threatened both Israel and the Obama administration. The sequence of events leading up
to the hearing makes it an ideal test of whether the Obama administration would
maintain the securitization of Iranian weapons, and continue the same trends of
Orientalist discourse. Senator John Kerry begins by referring to the situation as an
“extraordinarily difficult and pressing foreign policy challenge” (Kerry 2009).

He

securitizes the issue, but disperses the responsibility of the crisis to multilateral
responses: “It’s not just an American problem. It’s not just an American perception that
suggests that it is a problem.” He calls for a solution from the international community,
which should go along with attempts to talk with Iran directly and approach relations
using diplomacy as the primary mechanism for engagement. This marks a significant
change in the course of action and the discourse the administration chooses to employ. It
is this shift that eventually—though perhaps not dramatically or radically enough to root
out the orientalist foundation of US-Iranian relations—was contributed in propelling the
2013 agreement three years later.
On 28 September 2010, Obama signed an Executive Order that targeted Iranian
officials responsible for human rights violations against their citizens. The Executive
Order marked a divergent approach, in which sanctions were meant to affect individual
violators of human rights, and not the entire population. It was a case of international
policing by the United States, but it was composed in such a way that the Iranian people
would not be adversely affected. Secretary of State Hilary Clinton remarked that “the
steady deterioration in human rights conditions in Iran has obliged the United States to
speak out time and time again…The mounting evidence of repression against anyone
who questions Iranian Government decisions or advocated for transparency or even
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attempts to defend political prisoners is very troubling” (Joint Statement on Iran
9/29/2010). Clinton furthers the image of a violent, abusive Iranian government, whose
citizens are at the mercy of the United States to rescue them. This might not be
problematic on its own, but it is important to consider the politics behind this statement.
The United States is free to highlight and target the human rights abuses by the Iranian
government, because it risks nothing by doing so. Regardless of any new emphasis on
diplomacy, Iran is still the enemy other, and the United States gains both public support
and, to a large degree, international support by reprimanding Iranian human rights
violations. This is not solely a case of the United States acting as an international law
enforcer. Rather, it is an example of how power politics factor into decision-making.
The US is free to act as the moral authority over Iran where, for example, it would never
dare to enact the same orders towards an economic ally such as Saudi Arabia, whose
human rights abuses arguably exceed those of Iran.

The securitization of Iranian

weapons and the neo-orientalist discourse that supports it, allows the US to wield its
authoritative and selective morality over a rebellious and errant Iran.
All the same, the discourse of the Obama administration veers significantly from
that of the Bush Administration. When Clinton is asked about the direction of US
foreign policy on Iran, she responds:
“We have a number of important goals in dealing with Iran. Obviously, the
nuclear program and its potential to create a nuclear weaponized Iran is
something that has grave consequences for the region and the balance among the
countries there as well as the rest of the world. So we’ve been very clear,
consistent, and achieved the goals that we set out in terms of the international
sanctions, at the same time, offering both a diplomatic engagement as well as the
pressure track,” (Joint Statement 9/28/2010).
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Clinton’s mention of diplomatic engagement is noteworthy.

The term

“engagement” itself marked a dramatic shift. Diplomatic measures still connote a onesided relationship, wherein the US is attempting to thrust a peaceful, yet cautious means
of relations on a reluctant or unwilling Iran. Engagement, on the other hand, connotes a
two-way dialogue in which both parties are able to listen and offer input.
However, the discourse leading up to the 2013 agreement was not entirely
centered on diplomatic efforts. On July 31, 2012, Obama issued an executive order
calling for increased sanctions on Iran. In it, he recalls “the national emergency declared
in Executive Order 12957 of March 15, 1995…particularly in light of the Government
of Iran’s…continued attempts to evade international sanctions through deceptive
practices, and the unacceptable risk posed to the international financial system by Iran’s
activities” (EO 7/31/2012). In his statement explaining the new Executive Order on that
same day, Obama discussed the need for action in the face of Iran’s failure to comply
with international protocol:
“Since taking office, we have presented the Iranian government with a clear
choice: come in line with your international obligations and rejoin the
community of nations, or face growing consequences. With these actions, we are
once again reaffirming our commitment to hold the Iranian government
accountable for its actions. The United States remains committed to a diplomatic
solution, but the onus is on Iran to abide by its international obligations. If the
Iranian government continues its defiance, there should be no doubt that the
United States and our partners will continue to impose increasing consequences”
(Obama 7/31/2012).
Obama intentionally omits defining what these further actions could consist of.
Instead, he seeks to progress in a manner that is balanced enough to appease the interests
of conservatives within his administration, the Israeli government, lobbying groups such
as AIPAC, the international community, and to some extent, Iran itself. He is walking a
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fine line in his willingness to declare increased sanctions, and yet his hesitancy to make
any overt threats of force to Iran.
Obama’s address to the United Nations in September of 2012 re-emphasized his
intention of approaching Iran through diplomatic means. His remarks did hold the
warning that the space for diplomatic measures was subject to Iran’s own willingness to
concede to international protocol.

He affirmed that the threat of Iranian nuclear

proliferation was one that could easily accelerate to the point where firmer measures
must be taken. He pointed out the precarious position of Israel in the matter, and
advised a multilateral course of action in the case that Iran should move forward with its
nuclear programs:
“So let me be clear. America wants to resolve this issue through diplomacy, and
we believe that there is still time and space to do so. But that time is not
unlimited. We respect the right of nations to access peaceful nuclear power, but
one of the purposes of the United Nations is to see that we harness that power for
peace. And make no mistake, a nuclear-armed Iran is not a challenge that can be
contained. It would threaten the elimination of Israel, the security of Gulf
nations, and the stability of the global economy. It risks triggering a nuclear-arms
race in the region, and the unraveling of the non-proliferation treaty. That’s why
a coalition of countries is holding the Iranian government accountable. And
that’s why the United States will do what we must to prevent Iran from obtaining
a nuclear weapon” (Obama at General Assembly 9/25/2012)
Obama does not clarify the implications of his assertion that, in the face of the
challenge posed by a nuclear Iran, “the United States will do what we must.” He leaves
the warning open to interpretation by Iran and by the American and international public.
He does not make any direct indication that the US will resort to the use of force, and
still asserts that the international community is collectively responsible for ensuring the
maintenance of peace amongst nations.

Obama employs a discourse that diverges

significantly from the assertions of the Bush Administration that Iran is only capable of
understanding and responding to the threat of military intervention against it.
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Tensions with Iran increased from 2011-2012, when the IAEA confirmed that
the Iranian government “had begun enrichment activities at the Fordow site, including
possibly enrichment of uranium-235 to 20 percent” (Congressional Record 2/16/2012).
In February 2012, Senators Joseph Lieberman, Lindsey Graham, and Robert Casey
“introduced a resolution that would move America further down the path toward war
with Iran” (Wright 2012).

This resolution urged Obama to oppose “an Iran with

nuclear-weapons capability and oppose any policy that would rely on containment as an
option in response to the Iranian nuclear threat” (Congressional Record 2/16/2012).
This resolution, which was strongly backed by AIPAC, would have drawn a new
proverbial red line for Iran. Obama had affirmed that the development of an Iranian
nuclear weapon was unacceptable, but this new resolution drew the red line at Iran’s
development of nuclear capacity alone. If passed, this resolution would have been “a
recipe not just for war, but for ongoing war—war that wouldn’t ultimately prevent the
building of a nuclear weapon without putting boots on the ground” (Wright 2012).
Obama had already stated that the problem was not a nuclear-capable Iran, but an Iran
armed with nuclear weapons. The United Nations Non Proliferation Treaty allows for
uranium enrichment for peaceful purposes, and there is no international law that opposes
this. Thankfully, the clout of AIPAC in pushing for the enactment of this resolution was
undermined by strong opposition to it within the legislative branch. Obama was able to
maintain his ground in advocating diplomatic action.
It is within this context that more recent Congressional hearings concerning Iran
and its threatening nuclear capacity programs have been discussed and analyzed.
Perhaps one of the greatest milestones achieved in the history of US-Iranian
international affairs occurred in November 2013, and, more significantly, under the new
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Iranian presidency of the pragmatic Hassan Rouhani. This milestone was a new interim
nuclear deal made between Iran and the P5+1 in Geneva, in which Iran agreed to allow
open and regular inspections into its nuclear programs, a dilution of its 20 % enriched
uranium, and a halt on all nuclear activities in exchange for the limited loosening of
sanctions worth around six to seven billion dollars. Over half of this amount will consist
in oil revenues that had been frozen in foreign banks (The Guardian, 11/24/2013). From
a Western perspective, this deal, officially known as the Joint Plan of Action, holds
strong seminal overtones that could lay the foundation for a new direction in the course
of Iranian relations with the international community. Considering the discourse within
the US government leading up to the deal, it is surprising that it received domestic
acceptance. In early August 2013, 76 members of the US senate laid out what they
believed were the strategic steps needed to achieve a nuclear resolution with Iran. These
were the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

An explicit continuing message that we will not allow Iran to acquire
nuclear weapons capability
A sincere demonstration of openness to negotiations by Iran
The maintenance and toughening of sanctions
A convincing threat of the use of force (Lib. Of Cong. 10/11/2013)

Such demands can hardly be called strategic, as they are simply a unilateral listing of US
interests with no consideration for Iran as an entity that may have its own security
interests as well. It is difficult to imagine how these senators could envision the success
of a proposal composed entirely of sticks without carrots, to use the realist expression.
In October 2013, ten members of the US Congress wrote a follow-up letter to
President Obama advising him of the course he should take in light of the upcoming
P5+1 negotiations in Geneva. The letter was essentially a reiteration of the strategic
points made by the 76 members of Senate, but it also permitted the suspension of any
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new sanctions on Iran in exchange for acquiescence to the four points. Calling this a
“suspension for suspension” game plan, they alluded to the possibility of alleviating
existing sanctions gradually over time, but underscored “the imperative that the current
sanctions be maintained aggressively” and called on Obama to “increase pressure
through sanctions already in place” (Lib of Cong 10/11/2013). The nature of this letter
makes it quite clear that the voice of the US government is mired in its Orientalist
origins, in which Iran is a barbaric state to be given no footing amongst its international
fellows.
Since the deal was an international agreement, the executive branch had the
power to sign it without consulting the legislative branches. Shortly before the agreed
upon deal, Obama met with members of the Senate to review the course he planned on
taking in Geneva. He confirmed that he would follow the game plan they had proposed,
congratulated its bipartisan nature, and reassured them that any alleviation of sanctions
would be “limited, temporary and reversible” (Lib of Cong 11/11/2013).

In other

words, sanction relief should not be seen as much more than a phantom promise not
intended to be kept. In the aftermath of the deal, Obama proudly asserted its historic
significance, in that “diplomacy opened up a new path to a world that was more secure”
(Lib of White House 11/23/2013). He explained that he has always leaned toward
peaceful and diplomatic solutions, but that Iran’s continued resistance to international
protocol forced him to go the route of increased and crippling sanctions. Obama did
offer some promise of a new channel of discourse with Iran, affirming that “If Iran
seizes this opportunity, the Iranian people will benefit from rejoining the international
community, and we can begin to chip away at the mistrust between our two nations.
This would provide Iran with a dignified path to forge a new beginning with the wider
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world based on mutual respect,” but also clarifying that, on the flip side, if “Iran refuses,
it will face growing pressure and isolation” (Lib of White House 11/23/2013).
One of the biggest challenges of the negotiations leading up the deal, was the
issue of Arak, Iran’s heavy-water production plant that functions as a nuclear reactor.
As previously stated, there is no international prohibition on the development of nuclear
capabilities for peaceful purposes. AIPAC was particularly concerned about Iran’s
activities at Arak, and claimed that, “The sole practical purpose of a heavy-water reactor
is to achieve a nuclear weapons capability. Heavy-water is not needed in a nuclear
reactor that produces domestic energy” (AIPAC 2013). The halt of Iran’s activities at
Arak was the one stipulation that AIPAC was not willing to relent on, and the final deal
with Iran did include shutting down these activities. AIPAC was willing to settle for
this, even though they protested that “the accord does not prevent Tehran from building
its parts elsewhere and saving their implementation for a later date” (AIPAC 2013). In
the end, AIPAC did not push too hard against the final agreement, because their primary
demand was met.
Stephen Walt points out that before the world celebrates this momentous
occasion, the causes for celebration must be evaluated. He argues that the deal is not
about the bomb itself, but more about Iran’s potential position as a much greater regional
power. He argues that, “If Iran ever escapes the shackles of international sanctions and
puts competent people in charge of its economy, its going to loom much larger in
regional affairs over time” (2013). If this is the primary concern, then the best bet for
the United States is to maintain as many good relations with as many states as possible,
including Iran. The current Orientalist and neo-Orientalist discourse still so pervasive in
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US-Iranian discourse does nothing to aid the US in either its short-term or long-term
goals.

4.4 The Impact of Israel on the Securitization of the Iranian Nuclear
Program
Buzan emphasizes the difference between the minimal state, which acts merely
as a sum of its individual parts, and the maximal state, which is an independent variable
sometimes detached from the individuals who compose it. The arena of foreign policy is
one area where there is often a separation between state and society, and the state takes
on autonomous behavior. In matters of foreign policy, the state encounters a paradox as
it must “provide a measure of protection to its citizens from foreign influence” but
“cannot do so without imposing risks and costs on them” (2003, 47). It is here that the
power of threats and the state’s influence on this power comes into play.

Buzan

contends that the intensity of a threat to the state depends on “the specificity of its
identity, its nearness in space and time, the probability of its occurring, the weight of its
consequences, and whether or not perceptions of the threat are amplified by historical
circumstances” (2003, 134). Since all of these factors are difficult to measure and
require a good deal of subjective predictions, it is up to actors within the state to decide
on whether or not to raise the threat to such a level of national security that it must be
dealt with.
Buzan differentiates between revisionist states and status quo states. The former
are those whose domestic structures are not sufficiently well-aligned with the existing
system to benefit from it. The domestic structure of status quo states fits in well with the
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system, and they do not wish to recreate or severely revise it. Revisionist states that feel
threatened by the system and wish to change their position encounter a dilemma, as
other states will perceive their security measures as aggressive. Here, Buzan contends,
and “because military means are ambiguous, the measures that states take to make
themselves secure result in all becoming less secure” (2003, 312).
The dynamic created by challenger states and their respondents aptly describes
the factors at play in arms races. Buzan lays out three options that the challenger state
has in catching up to the arms capabilities of its rival. It (read Iran) can seek partial
catch up with the respondent state, seek parity, or seek to overtake the respondent state
in arms capacity. In turn, the respondent state (for our purposes we can insert Israel) can
either increase its lead, maintain its lead, allow the challenger to “achieve partial catch
up,” allow the challenge to gain equal ground, or allow the challenger to win the arms
race” (2003, 316). As a respondent state, Israel’s reaction to Iran’s potential nuclear
weapons build-up are extreme enough not to fall into any of the categories devised by
Buzan. Instead, Israel has intensely increased the nature of the dynamic by declaring
Iranian weapons capabilities as an “existential threat” to Israel.
Buzan uses Israel as an example of a state that is in a constant mild arms race.
Evidence of this can be seen in the amount of GDP allocated to security spending.
Because of this, it is difficult to see whether Iran is the challenger or the respondent.
However, what is clear is that the subjective nature of threats is easily forgotten in
security discourse. Obama, in a March 2012 speech to AIPAC, emphasized Israel’s
stance as a threatened state in asserting “our assistance is expanding Israel’s defensive
capabilities, so that more Israelis can live free from the fear of rockets and ballistic
missiles. Because no family, no citizen, should live in fear” (Address by Senator Obama
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to AIPAC). He then drives the point in further by adding “We will do what it takes to
preserve Israel’s qualitative military edge -- because Israel must always have the ability
to defend itself, by itself, against any threat” (Ibid). Here, he contradicts himself by
assuring that the United States will provide Israel with all military assistance needed to
defend itself “by itself.” He is again reinforcing that Israel and America have a shared
identity, and the US will do what it can to maintain Israel’s regional power. Although
Israel’s military capacity is both strong and continually being strengthened, Obama uses
political discourse to reinforce the idea that Israel is the weaker respondent state being
threatened.
The securitization of Iranian weapons programs also placed the US in the
position of a respondent state and enabled America to take both innovative and ethically
shady decisions to stop the Iranians from developing the bomb. The cyber-attack that
began in 2006 during the Bush administration and was dramatically increased under
Obama produced a worm that “is 50 times as big as the typical computer worm” (Sanger
2012). According to some IAEA reports, Iran’s systems that were severely destabilized
are now perhaps fully recovered (Waltz 2012), but this does not mean that the cyber war
battle has stopped. Even though Obama’s primary motivation for moving forward with
the attack (code-named “Olympic Games” and then “Stutnex”) may have been the
prevention of an Israeli pre-emptive strike on Iran, this type of warfare raises all manner
of questions on the ethics and new direction that conflict is taking. It certainly exposes a
US government that is deeply invested in the securitization of the quandary of Iranian
weapons capacities to the point that it is willing to take extreme measures and use a
largely unprecedented method of attack that, if aimed at the US, would be vastly
devastating.
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The relationship between Israel and the United States is an interesting one that
plays into Orientalist notions of identification.

There are three speeches (among

hundreds of others) that clearly demonstrate Hanson’s theory of the necessity for a Self
and an Other, and which join Israel to the American “Us”. On 4 June 2008, then New
York Senator Hillary Clinton, Illinois Senator Barack Obama, and Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Olbert delivered three of the speeches addressed to the American Israel Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC). This particular session was significant because it provided
US presidential candidates a platform from which to voice their intended foreign policy
agendas in regard to the American-Israeli alliance and on broader regional issues. If
members of AIPAC had doubts as to the pre-election foreign policy discourse and plans
that Obama was conjuring, he immediately assured the audience that, contrary to any
rumors that may have circulated, “I know that when I visit AIPAC I’m among friends-good friends, friends who share my strong commitment to make sure that the bond
between the United States and Israel is unbreakable today, unbreakable tomorrow-unbreakable forever” (AIPAC Committee Address 6/4/2008).
Obama then goes on to forge his own personal ties with Israel vis-à-vis an
anecdote from his childhood wherein he first learned about the history of the “steady
determination of the people” of this “extraordinary land” (6/4/2008). Here he identifies
with the timeless vision of the Zionist homeland, and promises “I will never compromise
when it comes to Israel’s security.” Against this semantic backdrop where Israel is
painted as a country on a “quest for peace” that shares both history and values with the
United States, Israel is a clear part of “us” and “those who threaten Israel threaten us”
(6/4/2008). Obama is in the precarious first months of his first election year at the time
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of these remarks, and cannot afford to cut off tis with AIPAC and lose its significant
economic support.
Clinton echoes Obama’s words in declaring “Israel’s cause is our cause and
because Israel’s struggle is a struggle not just for the Jewish people but for all people
who want to live in peace and security” (AIPAC Committee Address 6/4/2008).
Furthermore she asserts that “we understand that our two nations are fighting a shared
threat, and those of us in this room know this bond is so much more personal than any
security agreement or risk assessment.” From this point of departure in which Ariel
Shannon is pronounced a “warrior” and Palestinians and Arabs coined as errant and
rebellious people who must renounce violence and be taught about peace by the shining
US-Israeli examples, both Clinton and Obama have sufficiently married the political,
cultural, normative, and historical narratives of Israel and the United States. The Self
(the alliance of these two states) has been built up enough that the Other can be
introduced. Obama starts by avowing “there’s no greater threat to Israel or to the peace
and the stability of the region than Iran” (6/4/2008). Although he will go on to elaborate
just how great of a threat Iran poses to world peace, there is no real need for any
innovative discourse, as Iran has already been handled throughout the previous years of
foreign policy language as a rogue state, a member of the axis of evil, and an existential
danger to Israel, and therefore to the United States as well.
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert uses the same discursive knowledge that
Hanson, Said, and Dabashi describe to claim authority of representation concerning Iran.
In speaking of how to contain the “most serious and imminent threat to global security,”
Olmert asserts that “any willingness to overlook Iranian violations or justify Iran’s
questionable tactics will immediately be interpreted as a sign of weakness and will only
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encourage them to proceed with more vigor” (AIPAC Committee Address 6/6/2008).
This comment ignores any semblance of factual accuracy or admission that sanctions
have rarely proved effective.5 It is based instead on the subconscious “knowledge” of the
Other that gives him authority to represent Iran by asserting his certitude of how and
under what conditions Iran will respond. Olmert’s purported knowledge demonstrates
that “the consolidation of authority is made to appear both normative and sovereign,
self-validating in the course of the narrative” (Said 1993; 92). Once the actor has set the
stage for securitization by drawing a clear delineation of the self and the enemy, the
actor then has the legitimacy to represent the enemy. Olmert represents Iran by stating
that Iran will immediately interpret any hesitation on the part of the US as weakness and
will only respond to extreme measures and greater sanction.
In January of 2008, a Joint Press Conference was held between President Bush
and Prime Minister Olmert. The dialogue reveals the influence of the Israeli-American
alliance on US foreign policy. Bush goes to great lengths to make it clear to Olmert that
they are on the same page when it comes to Iran:
“Iran is a threat to world peace. There was a recent intelligence report that came
out that I think sent the signal to some that said perhaps the United States does
not view an Iran with a nuclear weapon as a serious problem. And I want to
remind people, Mr. Prime Minister, what I said at the press conference when I
discussed that National Intelligence Estimate. I said then that Iran was a threat,
Iran is a threat, and Iran will be a threat if the international community does not
come together and prevent that nation from the development of the know-how to
build a nuclear weapon. A country which once had a secret program can easily
restart a secret program. A country which can enrich for civilian purposes can
easily transfer that knowledge to a military program. A country which has made
statements that it’s made about the security of our friend, Israel, is a country that
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Although there is certainly no consensus about the efficacy of economic sanctions as a tool of foreign
policy, there is too much évidence of poor success records to be ignored. Most analysts point to the case
of Iran as the major example of the failure of sanctions. For a more compréhensive évaluation, see S.
Maloney. “Sanctioning Iran: If Only It Were So Simple” 2010. The Washington Quarterly.; RA Pape,
“Why Economic Sanctions Do Not Work” 1997. International Security.; or M. Gopin, “Ineffective
Tightening of Sanctions on Iran” 2011.
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needs to be taken seriously. And the international community must understand
with clarity the threat that Iran provides to world peace.” (Joint Press Conference
1/9/2008).
Yet even after this strong statement meant to reassure Israel about US intentions,
the question posed to Olmert in the same press conference, asks if he is “concerned that
what he [Bush] said…actually indicated that his hands are tied when it comes to Iran”
(Joint Press Conference 1/9/2008). Bush then responds, not by re-asserting his position
with Israel, but by saying that the Iranian agreement to suspend their nuclear program
should be applauded, and that “I have always told the American people that I believe it’s
incumbent upon the American President to solve problems diplomatically” (Joint Press
Conference 1/9/2008). In this public setting, Bush emphasizes the need for diplomacy,
which marks a dramatic change from his previous statements.

He then draws a

distinction between the Iranian people and the American public: “We have no qualms
with the Iranian people. I’m sure Israel doesn’t either. But they are being misled by
their government” (1/9/2008).

Bush’s statements, although more conciliatory and

diplomatic than previous remarks, characterize the Iranian people as susceptible to
manipulation. In Olmert’s response, he chooses to ignore Bush’s call for diplomatic
engagement with Iran, and instead hone in on Bush’s assertion that Iran still poses a
dangerous threat: “The President of the largest power in the world, is standing right here,
and he has said in no uncertain terms that Iran was a threat and remains a threat”
(1/9/2008). This particular press conference exposes the public dynamics between the
US and Israel, but also hints at private talks, which don’t always align with the public
image presented. Olmert attempts to bring the stronger discourse of private meetings to
light, so that he can hold the US accountable:
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“My impression based on this conversation, as well as previous talks that we
had—and we talk quite frequently, apart from the face-to-face meetings—my
impression is that w have a leader who is exceptionally determined,
exceptionally loyal to the principles in which he believes. He has proven this
throughout his term in office in his preparedness to take exceptional measures in
order to defend the principles in which he believes, and in his deep commitment
to the security of the state of Israel” (Joint Press Conference 1/9/2008).
Olmert uses the public forum to make it clear to the American, Israeli, Iranian, and
international public, that Bush is on his side, that they are allies who talk very
frequently, and that Bush’s moral obligation to defend Israel through “exceptional
measures” is based on the principles he has already subscribed to. He places Bush in
such a position, that to alter his course, Bush would be essentially abandoning his own
principles.
The Orientalist dynamic that was so visible in Olmert’s foreign policy and
discourse, is extended, and perhaps even expanded in the term of Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. Netanyahu’s the speech to the AIPAC policy conference in 2012
is riddled with Orientalist terminology. Not only does he call Iran “cruel,” “detestable,”
“reckless” and “dangerous,” but he also takes representation for what Iran will do should
it acquire nuclear weapons (Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Netanyahu AIPAC Policy
Conference 2012). A nuclear Iran, he avows, will “dramatically increase terrorism” by
providing a regional terrorist umbrella from under which Hezbollah and other terrorist
groups will be free to attack the United States, Israel, and other countries.
In August and September of 2012, Israeli leaders gave several statements on the
state of Iranian nuclear programs. These statements contended their sense of “certainty
that diplomacy and sanctions haven’t worked” (Netanyahu 9/11/2012).

Israel then

heightens the security level of the issue to one that must be dealt with immediately and
through extreme measures: “The world tells Israel: Wait. There’s still time. And I say:
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Wait for what? Wait until when? Those in the international community who refuse to
put red lines before Iran don’t have a moral right to place a red light before Israel”
(Netanyahu 9/11/2012). Earlier, in a meeting with US Defense Secretary Panetta on 1
August, Netanyahu postulated that “Iran is the foremost sponsor of terrorism, and
everything must be done to keep Iran, the world’s most dangerous regime, from
developing the world’s most dangerous weapons” (8/1/2012). Iran is characterized here
as the ultimate arch nemesis of the Zionist state, whose very legitimacy rests on its
propagation of a Jewish identity.

Netanyahu claims that “However forceful our

statements, they have not convinced Iran that we are serious about stopping them. Right
now the Iranian regime believes that the international community does not have the will
to stop its nuclear program” (8/1/2012). His statement asserts his belief that he has the
authority to represent Iran. He argues, in a similar vein as CIA Director Trenet had done
soon after 11 September 2001, that Iran will only respond to force, and is incapable of
understanding diplomatic measures. He then warns that

the international leniency

which he sees as utterly ineffective, will ultimately spur Iran to develop weapons and
use them against Israel, and that “this must change, and it must change quickly”
(8/1/2012). In the General Assembly meetings of Fall 2012, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu gave an address to the United Nations in which the threat Iranian
weapons programs composed the central tenet of his remarks:
“So I ask you, given this record of Iranian aggression without nuclear weapons,
just imagine Iranian aggression with nuclear weapons. Imagine their long range
missiles tipped with nuclear warheads, their terror networks armed with atomic
bombs…Who among you would feel safe in the Middle East? Who would be
safe in Europe? Who would be safe in America? Who would be safe
anywhere?... I speak about it now because the hour is getting late, very late. I
speak about it now because the Iranian nuclear calendar doesn’t take time out for
anyone or for anything. I speak about it now because when it comes to the
survival of my country, it’s not only my right to speak; it’s my duty to speak.
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And I believe that this is the duty of every responsible leader who wants to
preserve world peace” (Netanyahu at UN General Assembly 9/27/2012).
The intensity and immediacy of Netanyahu’s remarks, interestingly enough,
sparked a good deal of tension and fear within the US government. On 28 September
2012, just three days after Obama’s remarks to the general assembly on the need for
diplomacy and international cooperation on the Iranian weapons program, and one day
after Netanyahu’s own remarks, the US Congressional Research Service released a
report on the possibility of an Israeli attack on Iranian weapons facilities. The summary
of this report states that “Israeli officials generally view the prospect of a nuclear-armed
Iran as an unacceptable threat to Israeli security—with some describing it as an
existential threat” (CRS 9/28/2012). The rhetoric of this statement is notable, because it
suggests that the US government is not necessarily in agreement with the claim that
Iranian weapons programs pose an existential threat to Israel. Yet, Obama had affirmed
this very statement in his address to the General Assembly in the same week, “And
make no mistake, a nuclear-armed Iran is not a challenge that can be contained. It would
threaten the elimination of Israel” (Obama to UN General Assembly 9/25/2012). The
public image that Obama employs is one that is fundamentally allied to and concerned
about the security of Israel.

However, the private discourse of US congressional

hearings and executive statements does not hold that same affinity. The Congressional
Research Service report instead goes on to contend that Israel is the threatening state:
“the potential impact—short- and long-term—of an Israeli decision regarding
Iran and its implementation is a critical issue of concern. By all accounts, such an
attack could have considerable regional and global security, political, and
economic repercussions, not least for the United States, Israel, and their bilateral
relationship. It is unclear what the ultimate effect of a strike would be on the
likelihood of Iran acquiring nuclear weapons” (CRS 9/28/2012).
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The report exposes the difference between threats and the securitization of
threats. The US knows that the possibility of an Israeli attack on Iranian facilities poses
an enormous threat, and yet the issue is not securitized. The US still chooses to center
its public security discourse on the Iranian weapons programs, because Iran, and not
Israel, has already been formulated as the enemy other in the American public
imagination.
Here, orientalist theory runs parallel to securitization theory in that both agree
that the issue of security “cannot always be raised within a rationalist framework that
depends on an ontology based on rational actors in a state-centric world” (Tickner 2004,
47). This is to say that when knowledge about security is constructed within a binary
context, “such as inside versus outside, us versus them,” security becomes bound
“within the confines of a domestic community whose identity is constructed in antithesis
to an external threat” (47). The more intensely the threat is securitized, the more
authority and public consensus the actor will have.

4.5 Conclusion
Orientalist discourse is so entrenched in US foreign policy that it cannot be
entirely rooted out from one administration to the next.

The terrorist attacks of

September 11th influenced the creation of the Bush Doctrine more than anything else,
and heightened the securitization of threats from the Middle East throughout George
Bush’s presidential term. Towards the end of its term, the Bush Administration was
more willing to engage in diplomacy with Iran, after Iran’s concession to halt its nuclear
programs. The transition to the Obama administration marked a significant shift in US
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foreign policy, and with it came a new willingness to engage with Iran and pursue
diplomatic solutions almost exclusively. Still, there were increased sanctions in these
years, and the orientalist discourse, which was so overt throughout Bush’s term, still
colored the political discourse of the Obama administration in more subtle ways. Bush’s
decision-making was closely aligned to Israeli interests, while Obama’s cabinet
considered Israel as a threat itself. Obama was more constrained by the interests of the
Israeli government and AIPAC than his predecessor.

Bush’s policies conveniently

paralleled those of his Israeli allies, but Obama’s did not, and this created an atmosphere
of tension between the two states. Obama’s public statements favored negotiations with
Iran, while still admitting that the development of nuclear programs constituted an
existential threat to Israel. There was a notable duality between the private discourse of
his cabinet, which discussed the international threat posed by Israel should it decide to
attack Iran, and Obama’s public discourse, which employed orientalist semantics even
while calling for peaceful relations with Iran. The nuclear agreement with Iran can be
accredited to Obama’s efforts to pursue diplomacy, but perhaps a greater reason for its
success was the Iranian transition from the hardline stance of President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, to the more moderate policies of President Hassan Rouhani. US foreign
policy with Iran is headed in a new direction, and yet the orientalism that has shaped its
discourse for more than a century is still a strong under current dictating its imagining of
Iran.
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Chapter Five
An Alternate Discourse

5.1 In Lieu of a Conclusion
The United States is still recognized as the foremost international power, but
there is multiplying evidence that it will not hold this place for too much longer. The
dynamics of the world economy are shifting, and the US is losing ground to emerging
powers such as China and Russia. The rules of international security are also changing,
as new alliances form. The United States is still dependent on its military strength, and
its budget reflects the prioritization of American security interests. This concluding
chapter begins by examining US notions of security in comparison to alternative trends
internationally. It argues that US has a somewhat antiquated reliance on its military
power and penchant towards monitoring the foreign affairs of the world according to
where its vested interests lie. It summarizes US policy towards Iran from 2001-2013,
and argues that the US-Iranian relations offer one of the best examples of the American
obsession with its military strength and the dangers that this obsession poses to the
international community.

The following section of the chapter critiques the

anthropology of international relations theory, and argues that the origins of IR theory
are to be blamed for much of the present day failure of the international system. The
chapter concludes by proposing that the United Nations charter offers an alternative
discourse and route that, although believed by many to be ineffective, is actually most
successful in the conflicts that it is able to prevent.
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The chapter argues that

securitization and orientalist theory cannot be mitigated unless nation-states turn towards
a new approach, and abandon the extreme forms of nationalism that require an enemy
Other in order to thrive and survive.

5.2 Trends of Security Discourse and Overview of the US Security
Agenda
In “Power and Weakness,” Robert Kagen argues that Europe and the United
States are diverging on the notion of security. Europe has grown militarily weak and
adapted rule of law and begun to allow the international systemic governance of the
European Union to dictate its actions and, to some extent, a collective foreign policy.
While Europe “is moving beyond power to a self-contained world of laws and rules and
transnational negotiation and cooperation,” the United States “remains mired in history,
exercising power in the anarchic Hobbesian world where international laws and rules are
unreliable and where true security and the defense and promotion of a liberal order still
depend on the possession and use of military might” (2002, 3).

He continues that

Americans tend to create their strategic agendas by dividing the world into a black and
white picture of friends and enemies, and then moving forward with measures that tend
towards “coercion rather than persuasion, emphasizing punitive sanctions over
inducements to better behavior” (2002, 4). Furthermore, where Europeans value the
process of diplomacy and negotiations, Americans are prone to “want problems solved,
threats eliminated” (2002, 4). This ultra-pragmatic approach to foreign policy strategies
that seek quick solutions over the gradual development of diplomatic relations puts the
US at risk of over-simplification.
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The decrease in its military power has forced Europe to rely on soft power and a
deeper understanding of the complexities involved in foreign policy before taking any
abrupt action. Kagan points out that this is a natural course for countries that are
militarily weak. He also notes that there is nothing surprising about how a country such
as the United States, with such a lead in its hard power, can rely on the presence of its
sheer force more than anything else to push its interests forward. In short, “American
military strength has produced a propensity to use that strength” (2002, 9).
Perhaps Iran is the clearest example of the propensity of US foreign policy to
choose the stick over the carrot when dealing with states it considers hostile, rogue or
simply too unmanageable to be allowed agency. Since the 1979 hostage crisis, the US
has chosen sanctions as its go-to policy with Iran, regardless of the success or failure
rates of these measures. Since 1979, with the exception of a few laxer periods, these
sanctions have been consistently tightened without, it would seem, any thorough
assessment of their effectiveness. In 1979, the first economic disciplinary act, so to
speak, was the blocking of all property interests linked to the Iranian government. In
1984, Iran was officially added to the US list state sponsors of terrorism. Both here as
well as in 1987, the US government released executive orders placing trade restrictions
on the basis of “Iran’s support for terrorism” (Iran Watch Publications 2012).
In 2010 and 2012, Iran’s human rights abuses provided the rationalization
behind stricter sanctions. But the most common justification for US sanctions that has
permeated the language of all other executive orders and statues related to Iran has been
the build-up or potential development of a nuclear weapons program. Iran Watch, a site
that tracks all US-Iranian related activities, notes that “U.S. restrictions on general trade
and investment with Iran were successively tightened via executive orders in 1987, 1995
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and 1997, culminating in the near total embargo that exists today” (Iran Watch
Publications).
2012 saw the issue of two new Executive Orders that even exceeded previous
punishments. Executive Order 13606 targeted both Iran and Syria, culminating previous
measures in an all-inclusive prohibition of sales and trade to or from any person or group
either directly or indirectly involved in human rights abuses via any sort of information
technology. Executive Order 13608 went a step further and placed sanctions on all
“foreign entities determined to be complicit in violating or attempting to violate U.S.
sanctions against Iran or Syria, or to have facilitated transactions on behalf of entities
subject to U.S. sanctions concerning Iran or Syria” (Iran Watch Publications 2012).
These nearly absolute measures, combined with the cyber attack conducted on Iranian
systems exhibit the extent to which the US government has securitized Iranian weapons.
US foreign policy on Iranian weapons programs is clearly highly politicized by
the actors involved. The discourse does not match up to the reality of the state of affairs,
but rather reflects a power relationship in which politicians use a discourse to assemble a
distorted or exaggerated security dilemma. The use of loaded terms within US foreign
policy discourse on Iran can be deconstructed to reveal subconscious notions and neoOrientalist perceptions.

The aspect of neo-Orientalism that is most apparent is a

tendency for politicians and policy-makers to, first of all, portray Iran as the extreme
political enemy or Other, and then to view the state “not as citizens, or even people, but
as problems to be solved or confined,” a “locale requiring Western attention,
reconstruction, and even redemption” (Said 2003, 206-207).
United States foreign policy towards Iran is built on assumptions that have
become entrenched over time and that began with sweeping narratives of the West
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towards the East. In this sense, orientalist discourse is what enables the United States
(and Israel) to raise the Iranian threat to the point of securitization. Securitizing actions
have taken the form of extreme unquestioned sanctions, intricate and intense cyberassaults, and heightened semantic attacks. In order to reverse the prevailing trends in this
discourse, which has created a self that is foiled against an ever more hostile and
barbaric, other, US foreign policy must come to terms with the latent orientalism
inherent in its language and actions. The United States can also learn from world powers
that have put aside their over-reliance on military strength in favor of rule of law, and reevaluate the effectiveness of the use of sanctions as an incentive for Iran to abandon its
nuclear programs.
Houssein Mousavian writes that from the Iranian perspective, there are two
schools of thought in regard to relations with the United States. The first “maintains that
Iran and the United States can reach a compromise based on mutual respect,
noninterference in domestic affairs, and the advancement of shared interests”
(Mousavian 2012). The view point is, however, “more pessimistic. It deeply distrusts
the United States and believes that Washington is neither ready nor committed to solving
the disputes between the two countries” (2012). The fact that the Iranian weapons
program has been securitized to such a high level prevents the US government from
following through with any other type of discourse. Obama’s initial approach to
relations with Iran was quite different than the securitized and loaded discourse that
followed. In a 2009 address to Iranians on the celebration of Nowruz, he applauded their
“great and celebrated culture” and expressed gratitude for the contributions made to the
global community by Iran’s “great civilization” (Wall Street Journal transcript 2009).
Furthermore, he continued that
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“Within these celebrations lies the promise of a new day, the promise of
opportunity for our children, security for our families, progress for our
communities, and peace between nations. Those are shared hopes, those are
common dreams. So in this season of new beginnings I would like to speak
clearly to Iran’s leaders. We have serious differences that have grown over
time. My administration is now committed to diplomacy that addresses the full
range of issues before us, and to pursuing constructive ties among the United
States, Iran and the international community. This process will not be advanced
by threats. We seek instead engagement that is honest and grounded in mutual
respect.”
The current state of United States policy discourse concerning Iran has
abandoned all semblance of such constructive dialogue and is a growing issue that
could very well lead to military security-based action.

The trend seems to be

improving, considering the events of 2013, but we have yet to see whether these
changes underscore an innovative change within US-Iranian political discourse, or if
the latest agreement is just as tentative and wobbly as previous periods of ostensible
peace. One critical underlying problem is that the origins of international relations
theory themselves are based in a faulty anthropology that views the person as
primarily anarchic and conflict-oriented, and then projects this vision onto the state.
In order for sustainable change to occur in the international system, this anthropology
must first be deconstructed.

5.2 The Problematic Anthropology of International Relations Theory
The history of International Relations as it stands today is based on Hobbesian
anthropology that assumed the intrinsic selfishness of persons, and their inherent
anarchic state. International relations, global affairs, and inter-organizational
relations all have a common point of departure. When broken down into their
smallest units, the common starting point is interpersonal relations. States, often
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viewed as components of a larger machinery dictating the state of global interactions,
are first made up of individual actors. International relations theory was founded on
postulations concerning the drivers of human action. Hobbes and Locke, and more
recently Morgenthau and Mearsheimer, were essentially interested in notions about
what determined the thoughts, desires and actions of persons, and why.
The theory structure of contemporary International Relations assumed that
people are ontologically self-seeking and, left to themselves, will destroy one
another. These norms, values and ideals have played a prominent role in the
construction of the International Relations theories of Morgenthau, Mearsheimer and
almost all realists and liberalists.

Mearsheimer’s five key assumptions about

International Relations theories include: the assumption that the international system
is anarchic, that the power of the major players in IR lies in their military capabilities,
the uncertainty and suspicion that prevails over any state’s interactions with another
state, the assumption that the ultimate goal of each state is survival, and the
assumption that all states are rational actors. These postulations have been intensely
formative for the field of international relations, and they set up a basis that measures
the power of a state by the extent to which it is “masculine.” The danger in these
propositions is highlighted by the author in her assertion that “what genuinely
undermines the meaning of great power is to abandon the notion of violence
altogether” (Parpart, Zalewski 2008, 23).
The ironic reality is that IR’s obsession with security and terror is entirely
arbitrary, as Kevin Dunne argues. He points to the fact that throughout the history of the
United States, there have been many times where African Americans have legitimately
considered white males as terrorists. This observation serves two purposes. First, it
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points to the fact that realist IR sees the world through a certain lens, and if this lens
were turned around, their perception of reality would be entirely different (Parpart,
Zalewski 2008, 27). The second point of the observation is to stress the fact that white
males inherit a privileged position, in that they can speak and act without being judged
as ‘white males.’ In other words, when a contributor outside of this narrow sphere
writes on IR theory, he or she does so as a ‘ women writer,’ or ‘Middle Eastern theorist’
whereas no similar classifications are made on the writings of white males. This is clear
from the very classifications of theory. Realist and liberal theory, for example, are
named as though they emerge from an objective stance, whereas orientalist theory is
named in such a way that its socio-political subjectivity is immediately apparent.
Orientalist theory is as much concerned with challenging the suppositions of realist
theory and its Western origins, as it stands, as it is with seeking to offer new and equally
valid means of theorizing about the world.
In International Relations, the privileged experiences of the theorists become the
norm that is not called into question, but is in reality the product of subjective
experiences. International Relations is based on how states comply with this subjective
norm, wherein those who most comply are most civilized and those furthest from this
constructed norm are most barbaric. The privileged position of the theorists allows them
to speak on behalf of the world, since they themselves are not placed in any category
apart from the whole. They are the agenda-setters. They are the ones who for example,
draw the distinctions between which kinds of violence (and towards whom) are
important and which kinds are irrelevant. The only hope for states is to leave the realm
of the barbaric “other” to enter the realm of the civilized (aggressive, power-seeking,
militarily strong) “us.”
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Governance exists to manage the interests of people, and ensure that their mutual
interests are sufficiently met so as to prevent antagonism, chaos, and war.

This

underlying anthropology is largely taken for granted, but it is certainly not the only
mode of thought to be considered. Indeed, perhaps this is what must be called into
question in order to mitigate trends of contemporary discourse and arbitrary
securitization that have vast negative ramifications for both the internal development of
states to whom they are directed, and how they relate with the rest of the world. If the
academic field of International Relations begins with theories about the nature of the
human person, it is imperative that the long term consequences of these theories be reexamined. This requires exposing systems of discrimination and privilege, challenging
our own agency in supporting that status quo, and finding ways of changing them.
The value system that motivates the political world is systematic and focuses on
power, suspicion and interests as the most important qualities to strive for. Feminist
theory makes the crucial criticism that this focus is very lacking and has proven
intensely dangerous. In order for the world to thrive without warfare and injustice, the
context of discourse must give way and create space for critique that call for a certain
amount of risk. Without this risk, the world is in danger of becoming so ambitious and
machinelike, that it moves along the path of its own destruction.

5.3 The Discourse of Global Systems as a New Alternative
It is important to point out certain narratives within political discourse that have
veered away from the normative conception that states exist to preserve and act solely in
favor of their own interests, and build alliances and enemies as their interests dictate.
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The history of the United Nations and the writing up of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights might be the best major and universal example of a break from this mode
of international relations, is the history of the United Nations and the writing up of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights emerged in the wake of World War II as a surprising feat for the international
landscape. That so many countries could collectively agree that there are certain human
rights owed to every individual by virtue of being human was a major step forward in a
global understanding of who the human person is. The creation of the United Nations
and its constitutional document, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, exhibited
an innovatively nuanced understanding of human rights and norms for international
relations that in many ways breaches the discrepancies of the Western and non-Western
perspectives, and is surprisingly free of any traces of traditional IR theory that assumes
inherent anarchy between states.
There have been accusations that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as
being a predominantly Western production, which includes the human rights
philosophies of the rest of the world in a conciliatory way, as though they are included
for the sole purpose of proving the UDHR’s international nature. Nevertheless, UDHR is
arguably the best existing document thus far that represents a universal view, inclusive
of many cultural and socio-political backgrounds, of the human person, and what human
ontological needs are required in order to achieve peace, development and the
flourishing of nations. It is noteworthy that many people from around the world were
able to agree to the rights in the UDHR, even if they were not able to state why they
could agree or where those rights came from. The UDHR is proof that our common
humanity expresses certain truths, such as the inherent dignity of the person and the
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importance of solidarity.
Securitization theory and orientalist discourse are politics of fear. The origins of
the international system are selfish. They are based on the protection of and acquisition
of power and interests. They necessitate an enemy other for the propagation of a sense
of self. The present day political arena is still one that is primarily driven by fear and
greed. Securitized threats push for preemptive responses that far exceed the scope of the
threats themselves. The most obvious limitation of this thesis is that it does not include
Iranian foreign policy, and its responses to the United States. Iran may be pushed to
make extreme threats because of the threats it feels itself, but of course this does not
excuse the radical statements. However, the critique here is neither of Iran nor its
response, but instead of the misuse of power and the culpable ignorance of the United
States when approaching Iran. In order to achieve the lasting flourishing of relations
between nations that are mutually beneficial, this itself needs to be the ultimate goal of
international relations.

Relations based on fear or vested interests of power will

ultimately, unequivocally, lead to conflict. If there is to be any hope of peace between
nations, each nation must shoulder the responsibility of working for the good and
prospering of every other nation.
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